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This thesis is an investigation of parents'and children' s reports of parental school- 

focussed behaviours. Items from two measures (Campbell, 1994; Mboya, 1993 a) were 

combined and new items were added to create parallel items for children and parents. 

Families (n=194) with students in the rniddle grades provided data for exploratory factor 

analyses of 64 items. Three solutions were selected, one for parents' responses, one for 

children's responses about their mothers, and one for children's responses about their 

fathers. Parent factors were named Participation with Homework, Concerns for Academic 

Motivation, Press for Literacy, Press to Excel, Encouragement of School Success, and 

Rules for Homework. Child factors were narned Participation with Homework, Concerns 

for Acadernic Motivation. Press for Literacy, Press to Excel, Encouragement of School 

Success, and Management of the Learning Environment. Comparisons between parent and 

child responses reveal smali divergences in perceptions of the same behaviours. 
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Introduction 

Hess and Holloway (1 984), in a classic review of family influences on schoolmg, 

noted that every generation of  researchers accuses the previous one of studyi-g variables 

that are too broad and then recomrnends more specific studies. They describe a historical 

progression in this field going from studying molar, diffuse variables such as social class, 

family size, and divorce to studying specific, transactional variables usuig interviews and 

staged interactions. In keeping with this tradition of calling for more and more specific 

studies, this dissertation explores the creation of latent variables circumscribing specific, 

Nztetltzonnl parental behmiotrrs which focus in a goal-oriented maimer on promot ing 

children's academic success during their school career.' Although children's genetic 

potentials are interacting with their environments to constantly alter and produce tlieir 

own phenotypical expressions, parents, a large part of a child's environment, can also 

provide optimal or non-optimal conditions for the full expression of a child's educational 

potential. What profile of parental behaviours provides the optimum environment for a 

child to achieve at their maximum potential in school activities? 

The following study assumes that parents have a definite impact on their children. Though 
often taken as an unspoken given, this issue is not without some debate among 
developmentalists. Some behaviour geneticists have suggested that the genetic 
components of human behaviour are so influential, that outside of providing an "average 
expectable environment", designed to keep the child within the normal requirements of 
human physical and cognitive development, parents are fairly powerless to alter the 
developmental paths their offspring traverse (Harris, 1998; Plomin & Daniels, 1987; Scarr, 
1992; Scarr & Deater-Deckard, 1997). Hotly debated by other camps of 
developmentalists, (Baumrind, 1993; Collins, Maccoby, Steinberg, Hetherington & 
Bomstein, 2000) their daim does not convince some that parenting behaviours cannot 
affect a child's fûture. This study is about optimizing fùtures any way possible. 



This dissertation explores parents' involvement in their children's education: how 

involvernent has been conceptualized, what behaviours were typicaily included, and how 

these have been measured. The main goal is to produce a practical set of items covenng 

parental school-focussed behaviours which researchers c m  use to further explore parent- 

child interactions and family habits that facilitate school success. 

Drawing on contextualist theories, it is assumed that parents create with their 

actions and attirudes an encompassing environment, a corztext, in which their children 

develop (Darling & Steinberg, 1993). This is not to Say that children do not also 

reciprocally infiuence their parents or have a large idluence on the creation of the contexts 

they inhabit. However, this study seeks to measure parental behaviours, cutting a 

necessarily lirnited and refined slice of what is admittedly a very complex topic, which 

includes a rnyriad of influences converging on children's performance in school. This 

discussion also relies on the Family-School Relationships Mode1 (Ryan & Adams, 1995) 

for organizing the many possible causctl links between children's environments and their 

school perfûrmance. S pecifically, the behaviours in parental involvement in school are 

explored. In public education circles, efforts to 'get parents involved7 have produced many 

prograrns, speeches and articles encouraging teachers to involve parents. This 'get the 

parents involved' Zeitgeist appears to be driven by the belief that their involvement is 

causal- Just because successfiil students tend to have parents who participate in school 

activities, does not necessarily mean that parents7 involvement in school carises academic 

success. However, it might. Researchers must now describe what parents of successfirl 

students do to see if there are any differences in levels of school success and to uncover 



what works best for various kinds of students. How does having parents attending 

meetings and participating in school activities seem to affect a child's grades (Jimerson, 

Egeland & Teo, 1999)? Do children perceive their parents' interest in school and thereby 

become more interested in school than they would have been otherwise? Do parents 

involved in school help with homework and studying for tests more than other parents? 

Are parents who choose to be involved in the school ncher, economically and/or 

intellechiaily, thereby giving their children the benefits of better school supplies and better 

' learning genes' ? How does parental involvement in schooling work? 

To study this, researchers will need an instrunient to measure parental school- 

focussed behaviours. m e r  discussing the range of behaviours that could be affecthg 

parental involvement and which delineate the scope of this study, this dissertation critiques 

two previous efforts at measuring parental school-focussed behaviours (Campbell, 1994; 

Mboya, 1993). Finally, an exploration of a new set of items based primarily, although not 

exclusively, on these two existing instruments is reported as the beginning of the validation 

process of a new research instrument which capitdizes on the strengths of both preceding 

measures. The constmcts which emerge fiom this exploration confirm earlier descriptions 

of parental involvement and suggest some interesting possibilities for fiture research. 



1. Theoretical Discussion of Parenta1 Involvement 

Ecolo~cal  Theorv and Parental InvoIvement in School 

Ecological theories of social development describe a hierarchy of influence for the 

multipIe layers or contexts of factors afiFecting a childys progress through school (Ryan & 

Adams, 1995). In the most distal influencing layer, community programs and resources 

encompass and influence the next closest layer of innuence, family resources, which in 

turn affect more general parental styles. Getting closer to children, these general styles 

then affect specific parenting behaviours focussed on school activities wtiich in turn have 

direct effects on children's acadernic performance. The closer, or more proximal, the 

influencing factor is to child outcomes, such as grades, the stronger its effects on those 

outcomes. 

Choosing frorn many variables within these proximal-distal dimensions of life, 

researchers have exarnined the interaction of these embedded contexts of family, school, 

and comrnunity and their associations with children' s educational outcomes (e.g . , see 

Booth & Dunn, 1996; Ketsetzis, Ryan & Adams, 1998; Ryan, Adams, Gullotta, Weissberg 

& Hampton, 1995). Although not always notins this hierarchy of proximal-distal contexts, 

researchers interested in children's education have investigated variables such as 

socioeconomic class (Lytton & Pyryt, 1998), parental expectations (Sesiner, 1983), 

parental beliefs and the socialization of achievement attitudes (Okagaki & Sternberg, 

1993; Parsons, Adler & Kaczala, l982), attributions, home affective environment, and 

discipline (Christenson, Rounds & Gorney, 1 W2), family resources like parental 

education, occupation, incorne and attention (Amato & Ochiltree, 1986), parenting styles 



(Steinberg, Lambom, Dombusch & Darling, 1992), parental conti-01 (Lam, L997), and 

family structure (Astone & McLanahan, 1991; Lam, 1997). Al1 of these elements of 

children's lives are signiticantly associated with school outcomes to a greater or lesser 

degree. 

Theoretical models of the contexts of children's schoohg are available. Bierman 

(1996) organized these contexts into four types: models focussed on parent or farnilies, 

models focussed on child effects, models focussed on teachers and schools, and integrated 

models. Al1 of these fiameworks are usefùl, depending on how specifically one wants to 

descnbe a given outcorne. While acknowledging these possible fiameworks, this 

dissertation explores the first of Bierman's types, that is. a fm i l y  rnodel of influence. 

Ryan and Adams' (1 995) Family-School Relationships Mode1 organizes the many 

proximal-distal influence variables associated with children's school outcomes into six 

levels of within-the-farnily variables (see Figure 1). Level 1 includes "child characteristics" 

such as ability, personality and temperarnent. Parental involvernent falls within the second 

level of the model, "school-focussed parent-chiid interactions", which includes family 

activit ies and interactions like helping wit h homework, monitoring, motivating, pressuring, 

supporting and encouraging school achievernent-related endeavours. Less proximal 

variables are included in the mode1. Some "parental characteristics"(Level 5) affect how 

parents deal with these issues and the "general family relations" which are not school- 

focussed (LeveI 4) will affect them as well, as the rnodel predicts. Level3, "general 

parent-child interactions" includes such constructs as parenting styles, controI, and 

warrnth. These constructs are not specifically ccschool-focussed", either, but may have 



direct associations with schooling. This mode1 also predicts large iduences of "child 

characteristics" (Level 1) on school outcomes and conversely on processes at higher 

b r e  1 : The Family-School Relationships Mode1 

levels. This frarnework for understanding the interconnected influences on child school 

outcomes undergirds this discussion's goals, but the primary goal of this study is to 

develop a measure of behaviour at Level2, "school-focussed parent-child interactions", 

and, more specifically still, to develop a measure ofpnrerltnl behnviotrrs, not cfUld 

behaviours, which may affect scliool outcomes. 

The Range of Parental Behaviour Mectins School Outcomes 

First, parental school-focussed involvement must be descnbed and, secondly, it 

must somehow be reliably measured. To begin adding structure to parental involvement, a 

survey of parental involvement as used by family researchers is warranted. As may be 



evident fiom the following survey, no single operationalization dominates current 

research. Noting this limitation, Reynolds (1992) suggested that parental involvement is 

usualiy either rneasured with items about parental behaviours in the home or with parental 

behaviours in the school- OAen, these distinct areas of involvement, home involvement 

and school ifivolvement, are intermingled when researchers try to measure parental 

involvement. This lack of consensus about the operationalization of parental involvement 

and the blending of specific areas of involvement confounds the comparison of the effects 

of parental involvement across dBerent studies. 

Parental involvement becomes a broad concept in the literature, entailing many 

behaviours, fiom participating in parent-teacher associations to providing direct 

instruction in the home* Researchers have studied various manifestations of parental 

involvement, for example, parental surveillance of homework, reactions to grades, farnily 

style (Christenson, Rounds & Gorney, 1992; Ginsburg & Bronstein, 1993; Grolnick & 

Slowiaczek, 1994), involvement in school functions (Paulson, Marchant & Rothlisberg, 

1 W8), and parental pressuring helping, and monitoring (Camp bel1 & Mandel, 1990). 

Parental involvement has been used as a component of larger constructs like 'social 

capital' (Furstenberg Jr. & Hughvs, 1995). Parental involvement has also been an outconte 

as well, one that seems to be affected by a child's reactions, specifically disaffection with 

schooi (ConneIl, Spencer & Aber, 1994). 

This wide range of uses of the term is important because developins a measuring 

scheme of parent behaviours requires a representative sampling of the entire 'universe' of 

possible behaviours which may affect child outcomes (Loevinger, 1957; Messick, 1989). 



Various efforts have been made to outline this universe of possibilities. Most of the 

reported studies include global attributes of farnilies like socioeconomic status variables 

and tend to sample £tom special populations. Henderson (1981) reviewed early efforts to 

describe ways in which the home enWonment iduenced elernentary school students' 

intellectual performances, for instance, on intelligence tests. Access to lots of books, 

educational materials and references, and l e d n g  activities supports acadernic success. 

Henderson described the early work of Davé (1963) and Wolf (1964) who defined and 

measured "achievement press", "language modellig", '"acadernic guidance7', ccactiveness", 

"intellectuality in the home7', and "work habits of the farnily" (pp. 13- 14). These scales 

were mostly concemed with parental habits and attitudes towards learning, especially in 

dealing with very young children, but some items were specific school-focussed parental 

behaviours, such as helping with homework. Other efforts include the Home Observation 

for Measurement of the Environment (HOME) by Bradley and Caldwell (1977) and the 

Home Environmental Process Interview (HEPI) by Freund and Elardo (1978). The HEP1 

has six sub-scales measuring Parental Encouragement Techniques, Children's Assumption 

of Responsibilities, Other-Oriented Induction, Parental Awareness of Child's Feelings, 

Intellectual Stimulation, and Press for Other-Oriented Expectations for Child Behaviour. 

The Henderson Environmental Learning Process Scale (HELPS) assessed parents' 

extended interests and cornmunity involvement, valuing language and school-related 

behaviour, intellectual sidance, providing a supportive environment for school leaming 

and fiequency of giving attention to their children (Henderson, Bergan & Hurt, 1973). 

Not al1 of the questions on the HELPS are school-focussed. Some deal with general 



parental habits Sie going to social gatherings, reading novels, and pointing out clever 

things the child has done. 

Applying the Family-Schaol Relationships Model myan & Adams, 1995) to these 

constructs suggests that these early measures of parental influence blended general family 

relations with other levels of the model, specifically, general parent-child interactions 

(Level 3) and school-focussed parent-child interactions (Level2). This is both a strength 

and a weakness of these inquiries: by including more distal idluences like general family 

relations within a measure, more variance will be accounted for by the model, thereby 

yielding better predictions. It is a weakness because the possible explanations for any 

si@cant outcomes wili be confounded. These early efforts couId have benefited from an 

ecological f?arnework such as Ryan and Adams' (1 995) Farnily-School Reiationships 

Model, which separates general family reIations from persona1 parental characteristics and 

specific school-focussed parent-child interactions. 

To continue the survey of parental involvement, more recent srudies have been 

done. In another effort to measure involvement, Baker and Stevenson (1 986) interviewed 

rnothers twng to help their children successfblly make the transition to high school. They 

organized the range of possible parental involvement by categorizin~ the mothers' 

responses about what they would do to help their children if they were experïencing 

difficulties in school. Socioeconomic status variables predicted the number of strategies 

the mothers reported: higher status mothers reported more strategies. The final analysis 

reported a few general behaviours that were consistent across interviews: knowing the 

child' s teacher, monitoring report cards, having contact with the school, helping with 



homework, getting a tutor, making the child change fiends for academic reasons, denying 

pnvileges for educational reasons, and using sanctions in reaction to low grades. 

In another description of the range of parental involvement behaviours, Epstein 

(1992) described six kinds of parent-school involvement in a chiid's education. These 

types of involvement ranged frorn basic obligations of caregivers and schools, like seeking 

the health and sdety of children, to collaboration with broader community organizations. 

Of these types of involvement, only one concerns parental involvement in leaming 

activities in the home: ntoizrfori~zg and assisting. 

In a qualitative analysis of i n t e ~ e w s  of average parents with elementary-aged 

children, Hoover-Dempsey, Bassler, and Burow (1995) found five major organizing 

thernes that describe parents' responses about helping with hornework: (1) their 

understanding of the children's unique qualities, (2)  balancing their expectations for 

independent work habits with the children's desires for help, (3) their efforts to provide 

structure for homework, (4) their active participation in homework (Le. helping, 

monitoring, or motivating), and (5) their personal reflections about t hemselves as "good" 

or "bad" parents. This study broadly describes how parents think about their efforts to be 

helpfül. The main point made by the authors is that helping with homework is a 

multifaceted endeavour which parents value, but for which they sometimes feel 

inadequate. Further description of these kinds of activities is needed, especially to 

determine how often these behaviours occur. 

Bogenschneider (1997) used only five questions fiom an unpublished study by 

Steinberg and Brown (1989) to assess parental involvement. These items self-report items 



from adolescents covered parental attendance at school programs, aiding with choosing 

courses, helping with hornework when asked, and monitoring school progress. Fehrmann, 

Keith, and Reimers (1 987) used composite score of answers to a similar group of five 

questions regarding a parent's iduence on plans after high school, knowledge of where 

the child is after school, and tracking how well the child does in school. Reynolds (1992) 

measured involvement with fiequencies of engaging in various activities Like reading to the 

child, cooking with the child, going on outings with the child, discussing the child's 

progress, communicating with the school, participating in school activities, helping in the 

child's classroom, talking to the child' s teacher, and attending parent meetings. 

These are simple, broadly defined constmcts with some face validity, but include 

rnany different types of activities. Having only a few items also allows for easy data 

collection, but such a measurement strategy may have less predictive power and be less 

reliable than an assessrnent with more items. A more specific and detailed description of 

these parental behaviours would be helpful, especially when trying to offer suggestions to 

parents who want to help their children. 

Seginer (1986) has divided parental achievement-supportive behaviours into two 

kinds: instigntive behaviours and resporlsive behaviours- Instigative behaviours involve 

setting the stage for acadenGc pursuits like planning for college or buyuig books. 

Responsive behaviours react to information about a child's academic progress Iike 

rewarding or punishing after a grade report. These constmcts were measured with indices 

constructed from scores given to answers fiorn i n t e ~ e w s  with mothers. The questions 

were about information about the child's performance, contact with the school, 



supplementation of classroom learning, mother's continued education, positive 

reinforcement of good grades, and punishment of poor grades (Seginer, 1986). 

Kellaghan, Sloane, Alvarez and Bloom (1993) divide aspects of the home which 

influence children' s schooling into five main areas: work habits of the fami&, academic 

guidm2ce and support, stimrlation to explore mzd disczrss idem mzd events, Znngzrage 

environment, and acadernic aspirations and expecîatiom These £ive areas each prescribe 

specifk attitudes or activities which seem to be associated with schoo1 success. The 

prescribed work habits are structured, shared household tasks, punctually completed; 

regular scheduling of time and use of space in the home; and prïority given to school 

activities and O ther educational tasks. The prescribed academic guidance and support are 

fkequent encouragement of schooling, responsive parental attention to a child' s strengths 

and weaknesses, and the availability of a quiet place to learn and appropriate materials. 

The prescribed stimulations to explore include educationally valuable hobbies and garnes, 

farnily discussions of literature or other media, and fiequent use of public resources for 

learning, like libraries and museums. The prescribed language environment includes a 

general concern for language use and ample opportunities for using language skiIls. The 

prescribed components of aspirations and expectations include parental monitoring of 

children's pragress in school, properly explained expectations for schoolwork, and 

communicating educational goals and aspirations that both parents and children hold. 

These aspects of the home environment seem to be related to academic achievement 

(Kellaghan et al., 1993). 



Grolnick and Slowiaczek (1994) dehed parental involvement with three types of 

parental resources dedicated to the child: behavioural, cognitive-intellectual, and personal. 

Behaviozrral types of resources include participating in schoolwork and attending schoo 1 

activities. Cognitive-intellectual resources promote intellectually stimulatïng activities. 

Persond involvement entails keeping track of what the child is feeling about school and 

how they are doing. These types of involvement were also measured for mothers and for 

fathers. They employed the measurement method of Fehrmann, Keith and Reirners (L987), 

discussed above- 

In yet another mode1 of parentd involvement, Martinez-Pons (1 996), using a social 

cognitive perspective, argued that parents influence children's school successes by 

inducing them to self-regulate their Leaming. Parents do this by modeZZzng, enco~rrn~ng,  

faciZifatitzg and ravcrrding a child's self-regdation. These were measured with a twenty- 

item questionnaire, completed by children aged 10 to 13, with responses given for both 

mother and father separately. The four sub-scales have alphas ranging fiom -80 to -90. 

This four-part, behavioural model shows promise for predicting student academic self- 

regdation, which in turn predicts academic success. 

In another categorization of the types of parental involvement in schooling, Scott- 

Jones (1 995) organized the range of parental actions into a four-level framework: vuliti~~g, 

moni&wij~g, heiping, and doihg. Valtzrirzg is a broad concept reflecting parents' aspirations, 

expectations, view of effort, motivation, and ability, willingness or readiness to model 

academic behaviours, and their readiness to provide resources. Moniforzhg includes rules 

about school activities, scheduling of homework, checking homework, being aware of the 



child's studies, and constrainhg other activities to ensure school work is completed 

satisfactorily . He(ping descnbes parental instruction and CO-learning with the child, as well 

as identiQing outside sources of aid when the parents' knowledge and skiil are insuficient 

to the task. Doing is the least well-explored construct in Scott-Jones' framework. Doitzg 

describes a kind of over-uivolvement whereby a parent undermines a chiid's leaming by 

doing too much of the homework or school projects, or by being over-controlling, stifling 

the child's intrinsic motivations. Table I lists the constmcts discussed above- 

Table 1 : Constructs within parental school-focussed involvement 

Broad Caterories 

Instigarive behaviours, Resporrsive behaviours 
(Seginer, 2 986) 

fionje involvement. Sclrool involvement 
(Reynolds, 1992) 

Belraviozira1 resources; 
Cogrzitive-lrtte flectrral resources; 
Perrio)ial resources (Ginsburg & Bronstein, 
1993) 

Specific Tvpologies 

Work Habits. Giihnce/Strpport, Stiniitlatiort, 
Lmrguage E ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ t l l e t ~ t .  AspirariorzsErpecrariom 
(KeIlaghan et al., 1993) 

Valuinig, ~Lforriron-ng. He lphg. Dohg (Scott-Jones, 
1995) 

hfOnelIitrg. Facilitati)g, Emow agitig, Rewzrciirig 
(Martinez-Pons, 1996) 

Despite the difficulty of cornparhg al1 of these preceding different 

conceptualizations, however it is defined and assessed, parental involvement seems to be 

important. Several researchers have reviewed various parental influences related to 

acadernic outcomes and concluded that parental involvement is regularly found to 

positively associate with better grades in school (Bogenschneider, 1997; Hess & 

Holloway, 1984; Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1997). A recent study found that 6-1 1% of 

the variance above and beyond sccial class variables was accounted for by cIassroom 

characteristics (such as absence of English-as-a-second-Ianguage and students with special 



needs) and parental involvement in the school's activities (Lytton & Pyryt, 1998). Ano ther 

study found that environmental factors, the quality of the home environment, parental 

involvement in the child's education, and social class were positively related to 

achievement improvements over grades 3 to 9 (Jimerson, Egeland, & Teo, 1999). 

Not al1 measures of parental involvement predict school outcornes, however 

(Grolnick & Ryan, 1989; Keith, Fehrman, Pottebaum & Aubey, 1986; Reynolds, 1992). 

An analysis of parental aspirations, parent-child communication about school, structuring 

of homework activities, and parental participation in school activities found that parental 

expectations predicted grades, but previous achievement was the most powerful predictor 

(Singh, Bickley, Keith, Keith, Trivette, & Anderson, 1995). This study only had six items, 

three of which were dichotomous, to assess parental involvement in school- The measures 

of homework stmctunng were simdarly insubstantial. Without an established scale of 

parental involvement, researchers will continue to have difficulty finding consistent 

significant predictions. Comparing the predictive links that are discovered is also made 

more dïflicult by the wide range of possible parent behaviours that can be included in a 

definition of parental involvement. Besides having an established scale, researchers also 

need to separate home involvement from school involvement (Reynolds, 1992). 

In summary, the many different activïties that have been included under the term 

"parental involvement" do not have a consistently favoured organizational theory, despite 

a few attempts (Grolnick & Slowiaczek, 1994; Martinez-Pons, 1996; Scott-Jones, 1995; 

Seginer, 1986) (see Table 1). Next, the groups of items used in the past to measure 

parental involvement encompass many facets of parental behaviour. In relation to this, 



many attempts to measure the multiple facets of  involvement bIur the distinction between 

home involvement and school involvernent (Reynolds, 1992) as well as the distinctions 

between general parenting behaviours and school-focussed behaviours. Also, however 

parental involvement is described, the mixed results fiorn previous research efforts suggest 

that more research is warranted to disentangle the effectua1 aspects of parental behaviour 

fiom other possible confounding influences. 

Definine Parental Schooi-focussed Involvement in the Home 

The previous discussion outlines the wide range of behaviours which could be 

included within an understanding of parental involvement. This next survey describes what 

has been discovered about the various parental behaviours which may affect a student's 

grades but which may not have been studied specificaliy as a component o f  parental 

involvement. These specific behaviours provide indications of  the kinds of items which 

could be incIuded in a measure o f  parental school-focussed behaviours in the home. 

Parents do many different things in order to help their chiidren in school. Among 

the specific school-focussed behaviours in the home, parents may help children by 

reminding them of assignments, organizing a task, promoting healthy study habits, turning 

off the television, or  by suggesting books that might be interesting or  usefiil to the child's 

educational activities. Social leaming theory concepts like modelling have also been 

suggested as key to influencing children's school success (Hoover-Dempsey & Sandier, 

1997). 



Parental beliefs and expectations may also a e c t  children. Some evidence suggests 

that children's views of how much trouble they will have or how successful they wifi be 

with a task, such as math, are af3ected by their parents' perceptions of their abilities 

(Parsons, Adler & Kaczala, 1982). Parental beliefs about the importance of a subject, like 

math and science, predict grades better than attending parent-teacher conferences, having 

science books, magazines, or math games in the house (Smith & HausafÙs, 1998). 

Parental expectations and aspirations about achievement seem important for understanding 

children' s achievement (Arnato & Ochiltree, 1986; Astone & McLanahan, 199 1 ; Entwistle 

& Alexander, 1996; Reynolds & GU, 1994). 

Another way parents get involved is by motzitoriizg a child's time management 

(Keith et al., 1986; Campbell & Mandel, 1990). Smith (1990) found a negative association 

between achievement and time spent listening to music, and non-significant trends which 

suggested that time spent watching television was detnmental to high socioeconomic 

status families and advantageous to low status families. Effects of television on grades are 

not clear, seerning to interact not only with social class but child ability as well (Fehrmann, 

Keith & Reimers, 1987). Higher parental monitoring of homework, Iower levels of 

involvement, and negative controlling reactions to grades were al1 associated with lower 

grades (Ginsburg & Bronstein, 1993). Ir seems likely that lower grades will produce more 

time managing efforts from parents, which could account for the negative association with 

grades. 

Besides monitoring a child's activities, parents also engage in another kind of 

monitoring: they watch their child's level of motzvntiott or efforl. They keep an eye on the 



motivational patterns of their children. They monitor their children's investment in: school. 

This aspect of parental involvement is probably the most strongly dependent on t h e  

bidirectional aspects of farnily processes: a child who is eager and interested in school may 

have parents who say they never have to prod their child to do homework or to get  started 

on a school project. Rather, they may have to cajole their over-achiever into relaxiing. 

Other parents with less motivated children may have to increase the pressure to m~t iva te  

their offspring. The child's characteristics, like low motivation, affect the parents' 

behaviours, like p r e s su~g .  In one correlational study of children's motivation, highly 

successfu~ children with a rnastery orientation toward achievernent had parents who  were 

sensitive and responsive to them during hstrating tasks (Hakoda & Fincham, 1995). 

Materna1 involvement has been found to predict academic achievement mediated b y  a 

child's academic motivation (Luster & McAdoo, 1996). Other persona1 characten stics 

affect these interactions as well. For instance, the effects of encouragement of academic 

goals seem to be different for mothers and fathers, and to be affected by the accuracy of 

the child's perceptions of the parent's expectations (Smith, 1982). Perceptions of a child's 

ability may also be aEected by gender (Yee & Eccles, 1988). Finally, ethnic minorities 

have been found to have lower correlations between parental encouragement of workinç 

hard in school and success in school despite similar Ievels of encouragement (Steinberg, 

Dombusch, & Brown, 1992). Clearly, these issues are embedded in complex webs of 

interactions between child characteristics, such as temperament, motivation, gender, race, 

and similar parent characteristics. 



When uyuig to motivate their children, parents may stpport and encourage their 

children to help them surmount the tasks of education. Parental encouragement and the 

support of autonomy have been associated with intrinsic motivations, but the level of 

encouragement was found to increase with both very high grades and very Iow grades, 

destroying an otherwise positive association (Ginsburg & Bronstein, 1993). Measures of 

responsive, attentive parenting have been positively correlated with grade point average in 

the middle grades and punitive control and inattentive communication were negatively 

associated with grade point average (Br~nstein, Duncan, D'An, Pieniadz, Fitzgerald, 

Abrams, Frankowski, Franco, Hunt, & Cha, 1996). As part of their motivating, parents 

may use basic rewards and punishments to promote successful study habits (Campbell & 

Mandel, IWO; Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1997; Seginer, Cohen, & Zukerman, 1988). 

Reassuring children of their worth has been found to predict collese grades (Cütrona, 

Cole, Colangelo, Assouline & Russell, 1994). 

In addition to monitoring motivation levels and encouraging effort, parents may 

give direct it~strzxtiorz for leaming a new skiIl or subject (Chen & Uttal, 1988; Hoover- 

Dempsey & Sandler, 1 997; Tizard, Schofield, & Hewison, 1982). They rnay actively 

promote literacy skills with deliberate questioning about words and letters and by 

providing fiequent trips to the library (Stewart, 1995). Overt directing and cornrnanding 

forms of help are negatively associated with test scores, and caregivers who use a 

distancing strategy when they are scaffolding, rneming they step back fiom the task 

allowing children to try, have higher-sconng children (Roberts & Barnes, 1992). 

Attentiveness is a large part of scaffolding, which has been found to affect children's 



success in mathematics when tutored by theïr parents and is associated with authontative 

parenting styles (Pratt, Green, MacVicar & Bountrogianni, 1992). This association 

between attention of parents and control, especially punitive control, raises an important 

issue. Since parental support of the child's autonomy has been associated with school 

achievement (Grolnick & Ryan, 1989) and punitive control is negatively associated with 

achievement (Bronstein et al, I996), it seems likely that a balanced approach to support is 

most recommended: a gradual release of control as a child's skills imorove. This fits well 

within the descriptions of the authoritative parenting style (Baumrïnd, 199 1), a popular 

constmct among developmentalists who smdy school outcomes. In the Family-School 

Relationships Model (Ryan & Adams, 1995), parenting styles are not specific enough to 

be placed in the level of parent-child school-focussed interactions. Parenthg styles are 

included in the mode1 within the Ievel irnmediately higher, general parent-child 

interactions. These two levels of the Family-School Relationships Model (Ryan & Adams, 

1995) are easily confused because they are so closely entwined. For instance, while 

parents are helping a child study for a test, they may be distracted into many other types of 

activities like talking about peers, the scheduling of family time, and coaching a child 

about how to deal with hstration and anxiety, al1 of which are not specifically schooI- 

focussed, but are included inside the study session itself, which is school-focussed. 

Nonetheless, studies which confound these two levels of the Family-School Relationships 

Mode1 are still informative for the description of school-focussed behaviours in the home. 

Studies of parenting styles have found important correlations among authoritative 

parenting, school involvement, and parental encouragement, and these variables have 



concomitantly been associated with academic success (Paulson, 1994; Steinberg, 

Lambom, Dombusch & Darling, 1992). One caution to interpreting these studies of 

parenting styles within this discussion of school-focussed behaviours, however, is that the 

measures of the style usudy include items which are rzof i~ecessmily relaled to academic 

success. For instance, Weiss and Schwarz (1996) used questions about dmg use, sexual 

permissiveness, politics, and conformity to assess the Directive/ConventionaI Control 

aspect of their typology of parenting styles. These are not school-focussed behaviours. If 

parenting style is taken as a context (Darling & Steinberg, 1993), these non-school- 

focussed behaviours are certainly relevant, but the causal connections, even in theory, are 

hard to disentangle with such a specific, confoundable outcorne, like academic 

achievement. Weiss and Schwarz acknowledged this difficulty and suggested that the nex? 

level of research will "assess the effects of the parent-behaviour dimensions used to form 

the typology" (pp. 2 1 12). This "next level" is "parent-child school-focussed interactions", 

Level2 of the Ryan and Adams (1995) mode1 and the primary level in which the following 

study is situated. Keeping the behaviours used to define a parenting style distinct from the 

behaviours which specifrcally involve schooling is important for researchers seeking to 

eliminate possible confounding variables and for future descriptions of activities which 

parents may want to employ in their efforts to improve their offspring's educational 

outcomes. 

To sumrnarize this complicated issue of parental school-focussed behaviour, 

children progressing through formal education have to learn how to Iearn, not just how to 

read and mite. Time-management, self-discipline, responsibiiity, and self-motivation al1 



become important. Children learn to compete with peers, to manage their time, to  accept 

help, to  ask for help, to accept feedback and critique graciously, to try new things 

courageously, and to keep trying even when hstrated. As parents guide their children's 

self-discipline, their own educational past, as well as attitudes towards success and failure, 

may affect how they interact with their children's academic challenges (Csikszentmihalyi, 

Rathunde, & Whalen, 1993). Parental guidance in academic endeavours could provide the 

modelling and the impetus which makes the dinerence between a B and a C, between 

trying that long division problem one more tirne or giving up, between watching one more 

television show or reading Shakespeare instead. To achieve this directly, parents voice 

their beliefs and expectations about education and achievement. They rnonitor children's 

use of time, school performance, level of effort, and level of motivation. They support and 

encourage in multiple ways. They give direct instructions and offer physical supports, like 

trips to the library and reference books. Table 2 includes the constmcts from Table 1 for 

cornparison and also contains a sumrnary of the major constructs of parental involvement 

just described. 



Table 2 

Selected constructs describine parental school-focussed behaviours 

Irtstigative behaviours, 
Resporzsive behaviours 
( S e e e r ,  1986) 

Monitonig and Assisting 
(Epstein, 1992) 

Home involvement 
School involvement 
(Reynolds, 1992) 

Beltavioural resourcrs; 
Cognirive-Irtreliecrltal 
resources, 
Persona1 resources (Ginsburg 
& Bronstein, 1993) 

Work Habits. 
GztidancdSrrpport, 
Srimulatiorr. 
Language Emironntenr, 
ilspirariorrs/Expecralions 
(Keilaghan et al., 1993) 

Valtrirtg. ~Llortifor-ing. 
Helpirrg. Doirtg (Scott- 
Jones, 1995) 

Smific School-Focussed Behaviours 

Modelling (Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1997) 

Voicing Beliefs and ~ e c t a r i o r t s  
(Amato & Ochiltree, 1986; Astone & 
McLanahan, 199 1; Parsons, Adler, & Kanala, 
1982; Smith & Hausafus, 1998; Reynolds & Gill, 
1994) 

~Wortiro~rtg Tinte (Campbell & Mandel, 1990; 
Ginsburg Rc Bronstein, 1993; Keith, et ai, 1986) 

Encouuagenietrr/ Strpporr (Ginsbug & Bronstein, 
1993; Steinberg, Dombusch, & Brotvn, 1992) 

Corrrrolling wiih Rmarnu/Pmlishniet~rs 
(Campbell & Mandel, 1990; Hoover-Dempsey & 
Sandler, 1997; Seginer, Cohen Rc Zukernian, 
1988) 

Direcr irtsrrricriorJHeipir~g (Chen & Uttal, 1988; 
Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler, 1997; Pratt, Green, 
MacVicar & Bountrogïanni, 1992; Roberts & 
Barnes, 1 992; Tizard, Schoedeid & Hewison, 
1982) 

Ail of these parental behaviours are potentially a part of larger parenting 

constructs, like parenting style or general farnily interactions, and are potentiaily 

infiuenced by child characteristics and wider ecological spheres which can influence a child 

during the school years. These overlapping levels of iduence are interesting and 

important for understanding families and child development. However, parental school- 

focussed behaviours in the home are specifically aimed at helping children in school. They 

are parenting practices, methods, or strategies. This distinction between more global 



aspects of parenting, such as parenting style, and parenting practices, such as school- 

focussed behaviours, provides promise for understanding familial influences on child 

development (Darling & Steinberg, 1993). 

Who Should Report Parental Behaviours: Parents or Children? 

We must be clear about whose perspective is being reported about a given family 

event, because different family members may notice different aspects of a situation and 

thereby report different realities. More than a decade ago, Goodnow (1988) noted a 

cognitive revival, of sorts, during which deveIoprnentalists turned their attentions to 

"ideas, beliefs, concepts or attributions rather than attitudes." (p. 286). These various 

parenting cognitions seem to affect parenting strategies and styles by reflectins parents' 

values and goals which guide their decisions and behaviours (Gmsec, Rudy & Martini, 

1997). As  a sub-set of cognitions, perceptions are cornmonly studied in the field of famiiy 

interactions, for instance in studies of chiIdrenys acadernic performance (Christensen, 

Rounds, & Gorney, 1992; Eccles & Harold, 1996; Fish & Jain, 1985; Seginer, 1983; 

Singh et al., 1995; Yee & Eccles, 1988). En fact, Steinberg, Lambom, Dombusch and 

Darling (1992) argue that a child's perception of a behaviour c m  be as Nnportmzt as the 

actual behaviour, as it would be described by an outside observer. If multiple 

interpretations of another person's actions are possible, the perceived meanings become 

vitally important for a full description of the interaction. For example, while explaining the 

link between self-esteem and perceptions, Gecas and ~chwaibe (1 986) note: 



... the 'reality' of greater consequence for the child's self-esteem is the version 

perceived by the child. This finding is consistent with symboiic-interactionist and 

attributionist notions regarding the primacy of our perceptions and definitions of 

situations in afEecting Our attitudes and actions. ( p. 43) 

Many researchers have examined perceptions in their research. When doing so, 

they either examine a single perceptual perspective or compare multiple perspectives of 

the sanie event. Researchers may examine only perceptions of parents while others 

compare intra-familial perceptions and a few rely only on children's reports (Steinberg et 

al., 1992; Grolnick & Slowiaczek, 1994). Many studies inquire about, or recommend 

inquiring about, the perceptions of children (Alessandri & Womiak, 1987; Amato, 1990; 

Campbell & Mandel, 1990; Cashmore & Goodnow, 1985; Crouter, et al, 1990; Demo, 

Srnall, & Savin-Williams, 1987; Dusek & Danko, 1994; Feldman, Wentzel, & Getirin;, 

1989; Ginsberg & Bronstein, 1993; GIaser, Home, & Myers, 1995; Gmsec & Goodnow, 

1994; Grych & Fincham, 1993; Grych, Seid, & Fincharn, 1992; Karnes & D711io, 1988; 

Kerig, 1995; McLoughlin, Clark, Mauck & Petrosko, 1987; M o ~ t z  & Motta, 1992; 

Noller, Seth-Smith, Bouma & Schweitzer, 1992; Peterson, Paulson, Marchant, & 

Rothlisberg, 1 996; Rende & Plornin, 199 1 ; Schulman, Kupst, Lorion, Schwarcz & Natta, 

199 1; Smith, 1982; Speicher, 1992; Stice & Barrera, 1995; Tubman & Lerne. 1994; 

Wachtel, Rodrique, GeEken, Graham-Pole & Turner, 1994; Whitbeck & Gecas, 1988; 

Wierson, Forehand, & McCombs, 1988). This seems to be a response to overly parent- 

centred, unidirectional socialization research and an active appreciation of bidirectiona2 

i@?zrences within families (Lollis & Kuczynski, 1997). One should be surprised, however, 



given the many researchers who recornmend exploring chiidren's perceptions, at how fe~v 

studies actually examine children's perceptions. Of course, this may be due to the 

difticulties of ascertaining younger children's perceptions. They have smaller vocabularies 

to report what they are thinking. 

The importance of perceptions in the description of famdy interactions points to 

this conclusion about the methods used to study family effects on chiid outcomes like 

grades: rnenswes which do rzot rake accomt of mzdtiple perspectives are less conviizcing 

and less usefiil than measures which do. When comparisons are made between chiIdren 

and parents, findings indicate divergences between generations (Karnes & D'Ilio, 1988; 

Paulson, 1994; Larson & Richards, 1994; Smetana, 1989) and sometimes the child's views 

account for more variance (Paulson, 1994). Schwarz, BartomHenry and Pruzinslq (1985) 

found both similarity and divergence, and argued that farnily aggregate measures may 

account for more variance. Later researchers have argued that individual reports are not 

necessarily invalidated by a divergence, because dBerent famiIy inforrnants may be just 

reporting their own perspective (Feldman, Wentzel & Gehring, 1989). Furthemore, 

perceptual processes may mature, changing how children view their parents once they 

reach adolescence (Smollar & Youniss, 2989). It seerns reasonable to suggest that 

different reports of family interactions should be expected. Within the family's multiple 

members are different views of the same events. The parents will not report family 

activities in the same way that children will report thern, despite the fact that they al1 

experienced thern at the same moment. This is similar to the developmentalist concept of a 

tzorz-shared envirottmet~t in action. Yet, despite these daering perceptions, farnily 



members al1 affect one another in a system. For instance, children's appraisals of their 

academic petformance have been found to  be associated with their mother's appraisd in 

elementary school and with their father's in middle school (Felson, 1990). One study 

suggests that an accurate transmission of parental expectations fkom parents to children 

facilitates academic achievement (Hao & Bonstead-Bruns, 1998). Philiips (1987) found 

some evidence that children are more affected by parental appraisai than by their past 

achievements. These studies are evidence of the interdependence among f d y  members: 

understanding outcomes seems to require multiple reports of what is happening within the 

family. Family members may or  may not agree about any given event. Intra-familial 

agreement about some event may be best promoted by altering the informational features 

presented to other farnily members, i.e. the salience, ease of verbalization, and redundancy 

of  a given position (Cashmore & Goodnow, 1985). Cognizance of the bidirectional, intra- 

familial influences suggests that parents socialize children and, vice versa, that the 

characteristics of children socialize their parents. Children are not mere passive receptacles 

of parental heip as a unidirectional mode1 would predict. Since parental actions may o r  

rnay not be perceived by children as parents intended, the measures of parental behaviours 

are best administered to bofh parents mld children, as they are in the following study. 

Summarv 

Researchers have examined many different kinds of parental involvement and have 

tried to categorize these activities. Many parental attributes and characteristics may 

indirectly affect a child in school, but describing specific, purposeful, goal-directed parent 



behaviours will help parents l e m  how to optimize their efforts to  help their children in 

school. The most common practices in purposefùl parental involvement are voicing beliefs 

and expectations about schoo1, monitoring and influencing children's performance, 

managing t h e  and motivation, encouraging and supporting children's efforts, and helping 

with direct instructions about academic tasks. Ifthese kinds of practices are to be 

explored, the researchers who have examined related issues in the past believe that both 

parents' and children's views are necessary to describe the family system. Next, this 

discussion will critique two existing instruments which measure parental school-focussed 

behaviours in the home. 



II. Creation of a Measure of Parental School-focussed Behaviours 

Researchers in the field of family relations need an instrument to measure parental 

school-focussed behaviours which encompasses the range of behaviours commody 

engaged in at home and which allows for parents and children to respond in a concise and 

comparable manner. Jointly considering the items fiom two existing measures of parental 

school-focussed behaviours rnay produce a more compfete measurement tool for 

researchers studying the farnily. 

These two rneasures were selected for several reasons. Both of these instruments 

have been designed to explore the important aspects of parental behaviour described in the 

preceding sections. Both have items which focus on parenting practices, or specific 

measurable, observable behaviours. Also, both have the advantage of a selection of items 

which do not &se the adjacent levels of the Family-School Relationships Mode1 (Ryan & 

Adams, 1995), which should be separated to help minirnize confounds. 

The Inventory of Parental Influence (Campbell, 1994) was designed to assess five 

factors of parenta1 behaviour which were consistent for parents and for children. The 

Perceived Parental Behavior Inventory (Mboya, 1993a) was given only to children, but 

assesses three sirniIar parental factors. Although both of these instruments have acceptable 

degrees of reliabiIity and validity, they both have some limitations which can be 

strengthened by combining their constructs, adding a few new items, creating parallel 

fonns for mothers, fathers, and children, and then exploring the resulting factor analytic 

solutions. A multi-perspective inventory of school-focussed parental behaviours may help 

researchers, school personnel, counsellors and families to better describe, diagnose, or  



predict school outcomes. The following section describes the construction and limitations 

of these two measures of parentd school-focussed beha- ours. 

The Inventory of Parental Influence 

Campbell (1994) developed the Inventory of Parental Intluence (PI) to examine 

five family factors af3ecting these issues, c d e d  "pressure", "support", "help", 

"monitoring", and "press for inteliectual develo pment" . It was develo ped wit h cross- 

cultural samples of families with thousands of children in grades 4 to 7 in the United 

States, Greece, and China (Campbell, 1994) and has also been used in Canadian 

populations (Midgett, Belsito, Ryan & Adams, 1997). This instrument kas a form for 

parents and a form for children, both designed to produce the smze five factors using a 

five-point Likerî-type scale of agreement/disagreement. The 52 items on the child's form 

ask for responses about parents. The 54 items on the parents' form ask for parents to 

reflect on their own behaviours with regard to a particular child's schooling. Examples of 

he@ items fkom the childys form are "My [parent] helps me with my math homework" and 

"When 1 bring home a test paper, my [parent] goes over my rnistakes with me. " Support 

items include "My [parent] is satisfied if 1 do my best" and "My [parent] has much 

patience with me when it cornes to my education." Examples of Pressrire items are: "My 

[parent] is never pleased with my marks" and "My [parent] does not feet that I'm doing my 

best in school." Press for It~teUectrial Development items cover such topics as providing 

reading materials and watching educational television. For instance, "1 encourage my child 

to read right before going to sleep" and "1 insist that my child watch 'educational' 

television programs." Motzitor.irlg/ Time Mnrzagen~enz items rneasure parental tracking of 



time spent on homework, lirniting leisure television viewing, and s e t ~ g  aside time for 

reading, such as "1 expect my child to do hislher homework at the sarne time each night" 

and "1 set definite rules regarding the kinds of television programs my child can watch." 

For some purposes, the 1 . 1  has limitations. Some items are worded so that two or 

more issues are confounded, a few items in a Canadian sarnple (Midgett, Belsito, Ryan & 

Adams, 1997) load on multiple factors, and the parents' and children's forms of the 

inventory do not exactly parailel one another. This decreases the researcher's ability to 

interpret the factors generated by the PI ,  but could be corrected by simplfiing a few 

items and writing new items so that both parent and child forms are pardel. 

Among the items that are dficult to answer, consider "my parents want me to go 

to a good university". This item confounds university attendance with the idea of a "good 

university". What if children know that their parents want them to attend university, but 

also know that they wili most likely not be able to a o r d  a "good" one (whatever 'good' 

means) and wiIl be happy to settle for cn~y university? Such an item Limits children's ability 

to show what they know about their parents' expectations. Tt could be worded: "My 

parents want me to attend university" or "My parents want me to go to a certain type of 

university". The item, "1 feel happy when 1 get good marks because I know it pleases rny 

(Mother/Father)", puts a student in a double bind for feeling happy about getting good 

marks: he/she may feel happy regardless of how their parent feels and downgrade their 

response from 'strongly agree' even though their parent actually is pleased. This could 

read, "1 t y  to get good marks mostly because it pleases my parents" and/or "My parents 

are very happy when 1 get good marks." The item, "I'm glad my (MothedFather) cares so 



much about my education", is difFicuIt to answer ifa student feels that their parent does 

not care very much or ifhekhe would be more 'glad' ifthe parents cared a little less than 

they do. This could be : "My parents care a lot about my education" andor ''1 am glad that 

my parents care as much as they do about my education." The item, "1 think 1 do well in 

schooly but rny (MotherEather) feels 1 could do better", confounds a student's own 

opinion of his/her level of achievement with hisher perception of parental feelings about 

hisher potential in school. This could be: "1 do the best that 1 can in schooi" and "My 

parents think 1 could do better in school." These slight differences in wording may allow 

students to answer with a minimum of confiision and allow researchers more confidence in 

understanding the meaning of the responses. 

In factor analyses of the parent responses on the IPI with a Canadian sample 

(Midgett et al., 1997), not al1 of Campbell's (1994) predicted latent variables were 

evident. He@, pressure, and srrpport seemed rnostly the same in the parents' responses, 

but issues of mor~itoring and press for itztellec~zinl developmerrl combined into two 

different variables with a kw of the pressure items. These new variables seerned to be 

about a general parental concern for the child's motivation and, in another, about the 

management of learning in the home. This finding of non-parallel factors warrants further 

exploration of these items. In addition to this, a few items Ioaded on muItiple factors. For 

instance, "1 want rny child to go to a good university" loaded significantly on two factors 

@ressirr-e and sirpport). "1 help my child select books to read" loaded significantly on two 

factors (help and a factor similar to press for infellec~iral developmettt). This is not overly 

surprising, considering the overlapping ideas within these constructs. It might be expected 



as well because any given parental behaviour could have multiple effects or multiple 

planned purposes in the parents' estimation. 

Another minor Limitation with the PI, perhaps affecting the above findings, is the 

lack of strict correspondence in the item sets for the child and parent forms. Several items 

on each are not mirrored in the correspondhg form of the inventory. This makes 

comparison of factor scores between parents and children more difficult because responses 

for some behaviours are not drawn from both subjects involved. When calculating factor 

scores, a common method of comparison with this type of scaIe, differerzt items for 

children and parents are used to identify the s m e  latent variable. See Table 3 for a list of 

items which have no parallel on their alternate famly member form. Some of  the child 

items have rough parallels on the parental form, but the use of different vocabulary in 

these sirnilar items (see Table 4) makes interpretation of child and parent responses 

difficult- 



Table 3: PI isolated items 

Parent items with no ~arallei on the child form 

The more self-disciplined a person is, the more successful he/she WU be in lie. 
1 think my child doesn't get enough homework. 
1 help my child with school work only when asked. 
1 will be very upset ifmy chiid doesn't make the top of the class. 
I don't ailow my chiid to go out and play until helshe finishes hisher homework. 
1 insist that homework be completed each day. 
When my child watches too much TV I restrict hisher TV time. 
1 encourage my child to spend more time in bookstores. 
1 supervise my child's homework. 

Child items with no uarallel on the Darent form 

My (MotherEather) pressures me too much with my homework. 
My (MotherFather) visits my school whenever asked. 



Table 4: 1 .1  sirnilar items 

Parent items 

1 am enthusiastic âbout my child's education. 

1 will be very upset if my child doesn't make 
the top of the class. 

I don? d o w  my child to go out and play untii 
he/she f i s h e s  his/her homework. 
1 supervise my child's homework. 
1 encourage my child to read books- 

1 help my child study before a test. 

ChiId items 

1 feel happy when 1 get good marks 
because I know it pleases my 
(MotherEather). 
I'm glad rny (MotherEather) cares so 
much about my education. 
My (Mothermather) is excited about 
my education. 
My (MotherEather) expects too 
much of me. 
When it cornes to school, my 
(Mot herEather) expects the 
impossible. 
My (MotherEather) 'bugs' me with 
my schoolwork. 

My (MotherEather) makes me read 
books 1 don't reaily want to read. 
My (Mother/Father) wants me to 
read books. 
My (MotherFather) goes over my 
spelling words right before a test- 

The Perceiving Parental Behavior Inventory 

Another instrument, similar to the PI, the Perceiving Parental Behavior Inventory 

(PPBI) (Mboya, 1993a) assesses three factors of school-focussed interactions: "Suppori. 

hzreresl. ami encozrragen~ent", "expecrations", and "par?icip&on". Develop ed in South 

Afnca with students in adolescence (agesl4 to 20), this inventory has been used to explore 

relationships between children's perceptions of parents, self-concepts, peer relations, and 

general health (Mboya, 1993b; 1996). It has been administered mostly in classroom 

situations. It has, l i e  the P I ,  a five-point, Likert-type scale of agreement/disagreement. 



This 23-item, group adrninistered instrument is only for children to fil1 out with regard to 

their parents and does not allow separate responding for each parent, but instead, asks 

about parents' behaviour. This lack of forms for reports from multiple farnily mernbers is a 

serious deficit for understanding parent-child interactions, but parallel items are easily 

written. A few items are not expressly about school, although the context of the others 

might sway a responder to answer them with schooling in mind: "At home, my parents 

praise me even if1 do not succeed", "My parents support me in the things 1 do", "My 

parents care about me", "My parents encourage me to use my ideas", "My parents 

encourage me to try my own ideas and be responsible for my own actions", and "My 

parents are concemed about what 1 do". These items do not mention school specifically 

and may be garnering responses which reEect other parental concerns and issues which 

may or may not affect school outcomes. These few items, al1 in the support, interest, and 

erzco~rrngement factor, could easily be modified to specifically account for school-focussed 

behaviours and attitudes. The major strength of this instrument, however, is the 

straightfonvardness of most items. It aIso has the advantages of a short instrument, and a 

simpler factor structure. 

S urnriiary 

Both the P I  and the PPBI are valid instruments designed to fit specific research 

agendas. They are very usekl as they are and the modifications suggested in the 

discussion above and below are intended only to make these item sets more suited to a 

narrow research agenda which seeks to uncover latent variables within goal-directed, 

school-focussed parental behaviours for use in predictive studies. Both measures already 



have satisfactory factor structures, adequate construct validity and cover most of the kinds 

of parend behaviours listed in the hrst chapter of this discussion. The 1 . 1  even allows 

intra-family comparisons, although the PPBI needs parallel items written for parents to do 

this as well. Also, both instruments have a few items which rnay confound issues and so 

may need slight revisions. The following study examuies both PL and PPBI items, revised 

according to the  parameters discussed above, together in one analysis with some new 

items designed to augment the existing factors. 



III. Creating a New Instmment: The Family Support Measure 

The Item Pool 

The first step in creating a behavioural instrument is gathering items which cover 

the entire "universeyy of possible behaviours (Loevinger, 1957; Messick, 1989). Most of 

the items came fiom the IPI (Campbell, 1994) and the PPBI (Mboya, 1993a). Others are 

untested, new items which conform to the general topics arrived at in the previous 

literature review, i. e. modeiling, voicing beliefs and expectations, monitoring tirne and 

effort, encouraging and supporting, rewarding and punishing, and direct helping. The 

original number of rough items exceeded 200, but the ones with the clearest wording were 

selected from this pool. (See Appendix A for a List of the original item pool.) 

Selection of Items 

This original list of items was too large for a study in the schools, so a srnaller set 

of items was needed. From this item pool of every item on the IPI and the PPBI, plus 

numerous new, untested alternatives, 80 items (see Table 5) were selected based on 

theory, prior factor loadings in unpublished pilot tests. This new smaller set of items is 

tentatively grouped into broad categories: encouragement, help, monitoring and concem. 

Since this study is exploratory, these categories are not intended to be conclusive or 

definitive in any way. They were created f?om the previous literature review of theories 

and empirical findings about parental involvement and were helpfùl in the selection and 

exclusion of items by providing a rough description of types of items to be included in the 

new measure, tentatively named the Family Support Measure (FSM). Also, the following 

list has items for parent forms of the rneasure paired with their corresponding child form 



of the same item. The main strategy for selecting items was to use as many clearly 

behavioural items as possible. See Table 5 for a list of items pairing child and parent items 

together. Parenthetical expressions at the end of some items in Table 5 indicate the P I  

factors which those items belonged to and the loadings for mothers (first) and for fathers 

(second) in a pnor study (Campbell, 1994). Some loadings were not significant (ns). The 

items nom the PPBI have the factor name and loading which they were associated with in 

Mboya's (1993a) study. This will give an indication of the items' relative strength in past 

factor analyses. If the item is not followed by a factor name and number, it is a new, 

untested item created either to parallel the item it is paired with or to augment the other 

items in its category. 

Table 5: Selected item pairs: Child item first. then parallel parent item immediatelv 

* indicates a reverse-coded item 

MY - praises me for trying, even if 1 do not succeed. (PPBI Sup -72) 
1 praise my child for trying, even if hekhe does not succeed. 

MY - supports me in the things 1 do in school. (PPBI Sup -66) 
1 support my child in the things hekhe does in school. 

MY- encourages me to use my ideas in school activities. (PPBI Sup -62) 
1 encourage my child to use hisher ideas in school activities. 

MY- tries to make me feel confident in my schoolwork. (PPBI Sup -56) 
I try to make my child fee1 confident in hislher schoolwork. 

MY- tries to make me feel smart. 
1 try to make my child feel smart. 

MY- is very patient when it comes to my education. ( P I  Support ns--44) 



1  am very patient when it comes to my child's education. P I  Support -46-ns) 

MY- cares a lot about my education. ( I P F  Support -6249;  PPBZ Sup -65) 
1 care a lot about my child's education. 

MY- encourages me to read books. (IPI Press Int. Dev., -83--75) 
1  encourage my child to read books. (PI Press Int. Dev. -59--71) 

MY- encourages me to read before 1 go to sleep. (PI Pressht Dev. -58--55) 
1  encourage my child to read right before going to sleep.(IPI PressInt Dex.54--56) 

MY- is pleased if1 just do my best in school. (IPI Support -45.54) 
1 am pleased with my child ifhekhe just does hisher best in school. ( P I  Sup.3 I ns) 

MY- telis me that he/she is proud of me. 
1 tel[ rny child that 1 am proud of hidher. 

MY- gets excited about what 1 learn in school. 
1 get excited about the things my child learns in school. 

When it comes to school, 1 get along well with my . ( P I  Support -43--44) 
When it comes to school, 1 set along well with my child. (PI Support -3447) 

MY- tries to make me feel better when 1  do poorly in school. 
1  try to make my child feel better if he/she does poorly in school. 

If 1 am doing well in school, rny sornetimes bend the niles for me. 
If my child is doing well in school, 1  will sometimes bend the rules for him/her. 

MY rewards me if 1 do well in school. 
1 reward my child if he/she does well in school. 

MY- takes a big interest in my schoolwork. (PI Support 38-11s) 
1 take a big interest in my child's schoolwork. (PI  Support .42--41) 

MY- likes to know about my schoolwork. (PPBI Participation -56) 
1  like to know about my child's schoolwork. 

MY- knows what my best subjects are. 
1  know what my chilci's best subjects are. 

MY - likes to know what 1 am studying in school. 
1 like to know what my child is studying in schooI. 



MY - asks me about school every day. 
1 ask my child about school every day. 

MY - talks to my teachers regularly. 
1 talk to my child's teachers regularly. 

Help 

Most of the time my looks at my schoolwork (PPBI Particip, -69; P I  Help) 
Most of the time, 1 look at my child's schoolwork. 

When 1 do my homework, my does not allow other things to intefiere with it. 
(E'PBE Participation, -57) 

When my child does homework, I do not allow other things to interfere with it. 

MY - helps me with my math homework. (IPI Help -72--77) 
1 help my child with math homework. 

MY - checks rny homework before 1 turn it in. ( P I  Help -8 1-.76) 
1 check my child's homework before he/she turns it in. 

MY - helps me with schoolwork that 1 do not understand. ( P I  Help -68--74) 
1 help my child with schoolwork that he/she does not understand. (PI Help -5 1.62) 

When 1 bring home a test, my - goes over my mistakes with me. ( P I  Help .60--64) 
When my child brings home a test, we go over hisher mistakes together.(IPI Help 

-55--57) 

MY- ofien takes me to the libraqc (PI Press Int. Dev. .50--52) 
1 often take my child to the library. (PI Press Znt. Dev. .46--5 1) 

MY - often helps me choose books to read. (PI  Press Int. Dev. ns -.3 1) 
1 often help my child choose books to read. (PI  Press for Int. Dev. .4 1--43 

MY - often helps me with my school reports. (PI  Help -62-.65) 
1 often help my child with school reports. (IPI HeIp -6244)  

MY - often helps me study before a test. ( P I  Help -72--71) 
1 oRen help my child study before a test. (IPI Help, -71--70) 

1 can ask my for help almost any time. 
My child can ask for my help ahnost any time. 



1 do much better in school because of my 's help. 
My child does much better in school because of my help. 

MY - often gives me advice about how to do weU in school. 
1 ofien give my chiId advice about how to do weii in school. 

1 like going to my for help with homework. 
My child likes coming to me for help with homework. 

MY - likes me to corne to them for help with homework. 
1 like my child to corne to me for help with homework. 

1 have a good place to do homework at my house. 
My child has a good place to do homework at our house. 

MY - gives me anything I want for school. 
1 give my child anything he/she wants for school. 

Monitoring 

MY - decides bow much T.V. I can watch. (IPI Monitor. -6 1--66) 
1 decide how much T.V. my chiId can watch. ( P I  Monitor. -67--72) 

sets rules on the kinds of T-V. shows 1 can watch. (IPI Monitor. - 4 4 4 4 )  MY- 
1 set rules on the kinds of T.V. shows my child can watch. (PI Monitor. -59--67) 

My often t e k  me to spend some time reading ( P I  Press for Int. Dev. -83--75) 
1 often teU my child to spend some time reading. (IPI Press for Int. Dev- -59--71) 

My - aiways knows how much time I spend on homework. (PI  Monitor. -37-ns) 
1 always know how much time my child spends on homework. ( P I  Monit. 33-ns) 

MY - always keeps track of what homework 1 have to do. (IPI Help, -37-ns) 
1 always keep track of what homework my child has :O do. ( P I  Help -33.-ns) 

MY - encourages me to complete my schoolwork. (PPBI Participation -36) 
1 encourage my child to complete hisker schoolwork- 

MY - always rerninds me to start my homework. 
I always remind my child to start his/her homework. 

MY- make me do homework at a certain time. 
1 make my child do hisher homework at a certain time. 



MY - helps me to p!an my time fo r  getting my work done. 
1 help my child plan hisher time for getting hisher work done. 

If my grades are not good enough, m y  - will restrict my fiee t h e .  
Ifrny child's grades are not good enougk 1 wiii restrict hisher fiee time. 

MY - lets me stay up as late as H want on school nights.* 
1 let my child stay up as late as he/she wants on school nights. 

MY - does not mind if1 need to stay afker school to work on schoolwork.* 
I do not mind ifmy child needs to stay after school to  work on schoolwork. 

MY - thinks 1 am lazy when it cornes to schoolwork. 
1 think rny child is lazy when it comes to schoolwork. 

MY - always knows where 1 arrn afler school. 
1 always know where my child is after school. 

MY - always knows when my school projects are due. 
I always know when my child's school projects are due. 

MY - is very strict when it cornes to schoolwork. 
1 am very strict when it comes to schoolwork. 

Concern 

MY- does not feeI1 am doing my best in school. (IPI Pressure -66--61) 
1 do not feel my child is doing hisher best in school. (IPI Pressure -94.84) 

MY - pressures me a lot with schoolwork. (PI Pressure -69--60) 
1 pressure my child a lot with schoolwork. 

MY- is never satisfied with my grades. ( P I  Pressure .65-. 6 1) 
1 am never satisfied with my child's grades. (PI  Pressure ns-.44) 

MY - expects a lot fiom me in school. (IPI Pressure -61--58) 
1 expect a lot fkom my child in school- 

1 do not think I am as srnart as my thinks 1 am. (IPI Pressure -44--45) 
1 think my child is smarter that he/she thinks. (PI Pressure -3  8--3 6) 

MY - wants me to work harder at school, (PPBI Expectations -65) 
1 want my child to work hard at school. 



My thinks that it is Unportant for me to go to school. (PPBI Expectations -6 1) 
1 think it is important for my child to go to school. 

MY - would like me to have good marks at school. (PPBI Expectations -6 1) 
1 would like my child to have good marks at school. 

MY- believes that my education is very important. (PPBI Expectations -56) 
1 believe that my child's education is very important. 

MY- pushes me to be the best in the class. 
I push my child to be the best in the class. 

MY- is very upset if1 do not make the top of the class. 
1 am very upset ifmy child does not make the top of the class. ( P I  Press, -65--73) 

MY - is only pleased when 1 get 100% on a test. ( P I  Pressure, -65--73) 
1 am only pleased when my child gets 100% on a test. 

MY - tries to make me feel guilty when 1 do poorly in school. 
1 try to make my child feel guilty when he/she does poorly in school. 

MY - punishes me if 1 do poorly in school. 
1 punish my child ifhe/she does pooriy in school. 

MY - expects me to go to university whether 1 want to or not. 
1 expect rny child to go to university whether he/she wants to or not. 

MY - knows what she/he wants me to be when 1 grow up. 
1 know what 1 want my child to be when he/she grows up. 

Parental-Child Characteristics : 

MY - reads a lot. 
1 read a lot. 

1 like to read. (Student) 
1 like to read. (Parent) 

MY- liked school when shehe was a kid. 
1 liked school when 1 was a kid- 

1 really like school. (Student) 
My child really likes school. (Parent) 



If1 wanted to, 1 could do better in school. (Student) 
My child thinks hekhe could do better in school. (Parent) 
If 1 had wanted to, I could have done better in school. (Parent) 

1 have a hard time in school. (Student) 
My child has a hard tirne in school. (Parent) 
1 had a bard time in school. (Parent) 

MY - made r edy  good grades when shehe was in school. (Student) 
I made really good grades when 1 was in school. (Parent) 

The Final Item Set 

These items and a research proposd describing administration details and the 

smple required were approved by the University of Guelph's ethical standards 

cornmittees. Unfortunately, this set of items was rejected by the Research Liaison 

Comrnittee of the Upper Grand District School Board because of its length, so 16 items 

were deieted fiom the FSM to make it acceptable to the schools' research conmittee. 

Fifteen of the items chosen for omission were new, untested items. The single item from 

the P I  that was omitted had one of the lower factor loadings. The final 64 items for both 

parent and child forrns of the instrument are listed in Table 6 with the 16 omitted items 

listed separately. About 40% of the items are new, untested items, but most of the new 

items reflect earlier items fiom the P I  or the PPBI which were either not school-focussed 

or confounded with other behaviours and because of this were subsequently omitted fiom 

the final item set. About 40% of the final set of items are fiom the P I  and the final 20% 

are fiom the PPBI, which was a shorter instrument to begin with. Copies of the actual 

instruments in Appendices C and D. 

The only differences between parent forms of the items and child forms were 

pronoun changes to make the item refer to the appropriate person, depending on 



respondent. Both parent and child forms of the questions are paired tcgether in Table 6. 

Children's forms of the measure also allowed them to answer separately for father and 

mother. The measure has a five-point, Likert-type scde, ranging from "1= strongly 

disagree" to Y= strongly agree". The middle point was Iabeled "3= 1 am not sure". 

Several items were reversed with negative language, to prevent subjects £Yom answering in 

a habitual rnanner without reading the items. 

Table 6: Final item set and items omitted 

Note: Parenthetical information denotes the origin of the item and previous factor 
membership and loading according to Campbell (1994) or Mboya (1993a); items lacking 
this parenthetical information are new and untested. Child items are Listed first, 
immediately followed by the parallel parent item. 
* Reverse-coded items 

MY- praises me for trying in school, even if 1 do not 
succeed,(PPBI, Sup,Int,Enc,. 72) 

1 praise my child for trying in school, even ifhelshe does not succeed. 

MY - supports me in the things 1 do in school. (PPBI Sup,Int,Enc, -66) 
1 support my child in the things helshe does in school. 

MY- encourages me to use rny ideas in school activities. (PPBI Sup, -62) 
1 encourage my child to use his/her ideas in school activities. 

MY- tries to make me feel confident in my schoolwork. (PPBI Sup, -56) 
I try to make my child feel confident in hisher schoolwork. 

MY - tries to make me feel smart in my schoolwork. 
1 try to make my chiid feel smart in hislher schoolwork. 

MY- is tzol very patient whvn it cornes to my education. ( P I  Support ns-.44)* 
1 am not very patient when it comes to my child's education. ( P I  Support -46-ns)* 

cares a lot about my education. ( P I  Support - 6 2 4 9 ;  PPBI Sup, -65) MY - 
1 care a lot about my child's education. 



MY - encourages me to read books. (P I  Press for Int. Dev., -83--75) 
1 encourage my child to read books. ( P I  Press for Int. Dev. -59--71) 

encourages me to read before 1 go to sleep. ( P I  Press Int. Dev. - 5 8 - 3 )  MY - 
1 encourage my child to read right before going to sleep.(IPI PressInt.Dev.S4--56) 

MY - is pleased if1 just do my best in school. (PI Support -45--54) 
I am pleased with my child if helshe just does hislher best in school. (IPI Sup.3 lns) 

MY- tries to make me feel better if1 do poorly in school- 
1 try to make my child feel better ifhelshe does poorly in school. 

If1 am doing well in school, my sometimes bend the riles for me. 
Ifmy child is doing well in school, 1 will sometimes bend the rules for h i d e r .  

MY - rewards me if 1 do well in school- 
1 reward my child if helshe does well in school. 

MY - takes a big interest in my schoolwork (PI Support -38-ns) 
1 take a big interest in my child's schoolwork. (PI Support .42--41) 

MY - likes to know about rny schoolwork. (PPBI Participation -56) 
1 like to know about my child's schoolwork. 

MY- Likes to know what 1 am studying in school. 
1 like to know what my child is studying in school. 

Help 
Most of the time my looks at my schoolwork. (PPBI Particip, -69; PI Help) 
Most of the time, 1 Iook at my child's schooIwork. 

When 1 do my homework, my does not allow other things to interfere with 
it. (PPBI Participation, -57) 

When my child does hornework, 1 do not allow other things to interfere with it. 

'MY - helps me with my math homework. (IPI Help .72-.77) 
1 help my child with math homework. 

MY- does trot check my homework before 1 turn it in. (PI  Help -8 1-.76)* 
1 do trot check my child's homework before he/she tums it in.* 

MY- helps me with schoolwork that 1 do not understand. (IPI Help -68--74) 
1 help my child with schoolwork that helshe does not understand. (IP Help.5 1--62) 



When 1 bnng home a test, my _goes over my mistakes with me. (IPI Help.60--64) 
When my child brings home a test, we go over hisnier mistakes together.(IPI Help 

-55.57) 

MY - often takes me to the library. (IPI Press Int. Dev. -50--52) 
1 often take my child to the tibrary. (PI Press for Int. Dev. -46--51) 

MY - rarely helps me choose books to read. (PI Press Lnt. Dev. ns -3 1)* 
I rarely help my child choose books to read. (PI Press Int. Dev. -41-.43)* 

MY- rarely helps me with my school reports. (PI Help -62-.65)* 
1 rarely help my child with school reports. (PI Help -62-S4)* 

MY - often helps me study before a test. (PI  Help -72--7 1) 
1 often help my child study before a test. ( P I  Help, -71--70) 

1 can ask my for help almost any time. 
My child can ask for my help almost any time. 

1 do much better in school because of my 's help. 
My child does much better in school because of my help. 

MY - rarely gives me advice about how to do well in school.* 
I rarely give my child advice about how to do well in school.* 

MY - likes me to come to them for help with hornework. 
1 like my child to come to me for help with homework- 

1 have a good pIace to do homework at my house. 
My child has a good place to do homework at Our house. 

We have Iots of helpful books at home that 1 can use for school work. 
We have Iots of helpfùl books at home ihat my child cm use for school work. 

Monitorinq 
My decides how much T.V. 1 can watch on school days. (IPI Monk -6 1--66) 
1 decide how much T.V. my child can watch on school days. (IPI Monit. -67--72) 

MY - sets rules on the kinds of T.V. shows 1 can watch. ( P I  Monk - 4 4 3 4 )  
I set rules on the kinds of T.V. shows my child c m  watch. @PI Monitor. -59--67) 

MY - ofien tells me to spend some time reading. (IPI Press Int. Dev. -83--75) 
1 often tell rny child to spend some tirne reading. (PI  Press Int. Dev. .59--71) 



My always knows how much tirne 1 spend on homework. (PI Monk -37-11s) 
1 dways know how much time my child spends on homework. (PI Monk -33-ns) 

MY - always keeps track of what homework 1 have to do. (IPI Help, -37-ns) 
1 dways keep track of what homework my child has to do. ( P I  Help -33-ns) 

MY - encourages me to cornplete my schoolwork. (PPBI Participation -36) 
I encourage my child to complete hisher schoolwork. 

MY- never reminds me to start my homework-" 
1 never remind my child to start hislher homework.* 

MY- makes me do homework at a certain tirne- 
1 make my child do his/her homework at a certain time. 

MY - helps me to plan my time for getting my work done. 
1 help my child plan his/her time for getting hisher work done. 

If my grades are not good enough, my will restrict my free time. 
If my child's grades are not good enough, 1 will restrict his/her free time. 

MY- lets me stay up as late as 1 want on school nights.* 
1 let my child stay up as late as hdshe wants on school nights. * 

MY- does not rnind i f1  need to stay after school to work on schoolwork.* 
1 do not muid ifmy child needs to stay afier school to work on schoolwork.* 

MY - thinks 1 am lazy when it comes to schoolwork. 
I think my child is lazy when it comes to schoolwork. 

MY- always knows where 1 am after school. 
1 always know where my child is &er school. 

MY- never knows when my school projects are due.* 
I never know when my child's schooI projects are due. * 

MY- is very strict when it comes to schoolwork. 
1 am very strict when it comes to schoolwork. 

Concern 

MY - does not feel 1 am doing my best in school. ( P I  Pressure .66--61) 
1 do not feel my child is doing hislher best in school. ( P I  Pressure -94--84) 



MY - thinks 1 do my best in school.* 
1 think my child does hisher best in school.* 

MY- does r201 pressure me at al1 with schoolwork. ( P I  Pressure -69-.60)* 
1 do ttor pressure my child at d l  with schoolwork.* 

MY - is never satisfied with my grades. (PI  Pressure -65.6 1) 
1 am never satisfied with my child's grades. (IPI Pressure ns--44) 

MY- expects a lot from me in school. ( P I  Pressure -6148)  
1 expect a lot fkom my child in school. 

1 do not think 1 am as smart as my thinks 1 am. ( P I  Pressure -44--45) 
1 think my child is smarter than helshe thinks. (PI Pressure 3 - 3 6 )  

MY- wants me to work harder at school. (PPBI Expectations -65) 
1 want my child to work hard at school. 

MY- thinks that it is important for me to go to school. (PPBI Expectat -6 1) 
1 think it is important for my child to go to school. 

MY- would like me to have good marks at school. (PPBI Expectations -6 1 ) 
1 would like my child to have good marks at school. 

MY- believes that my education is very important. (PPBI Expectations -56) 
1 believe that my child's education is very important. 

MY - does no[ push me to be the best in the cIass.* 
1 do i~ot push my child to be the best in the class.* 

MY- is still pleased, even X I  do not make the top of the class.* 
1 am still pleased, even if my child does not make the top of the class. (PI  Pres, 

-65-.73)* 
MY - is only pleased when 1 get 100% on a test. (P I  Pressure, -65.73) 
1 am only pleased when my child gets 100% on a test. 

MY - tries to make me feel guiIty when f do poorly in school. 
1 try to make my child feel guilty when helshe does poorly in school. 

MY- punishes me if 1 do poorly in school. 
1 punish my child if he/she does poorly in school. 

MY- expects me to go to university whether 1 want to or not. 
1 expect my child to go to university whether he/she wants to or not. 



Items omitted: 
MY - tells me that helshe is proud of me. 
1 tell my child that 1 am proud of himher. 

oets excited about what 1 learn in schoo1. MY-= 
I get excited about the things my child lems  in school. 

When it cornes to school, 1 get dong well with my - (IPI Support -43--44) 
When it comes to school, 1 get along well with my child. ( P I  Support 34-37) 

MY - knows what my best subjects are. 
1 know what my child's best subjects are. 

MY - asks me about school every day. 
1 ask rny child about school every day. 

MY - talks to my teachers regularly. 
1 talk to my child's teachers regularly. 

1 like going to my for help with homework. 
My child likes corning to me for help with homework. 

MY - gives me anything 1 want for school. 
1 give my chiid anything he/she wants for school. 

MY - knows what she/he wants me to be when I grow up. 
1 know what L want my child to be when helshe grows up. 

MY - reads a lot. 
1 read a lot. 

1 like to read- (Student) 
1 like to read. (Parent) 

MY- iiked school when she/he was a ki3. 
1 liked school when 1 was a kid. 

1 really Iike school. (Student) 
My chiId really likes school. (Parent) 

If 1 wanted to, 1 could do better in school. (Student) 
My chiId thinks helshe could do better in school. (Parent) 
If I had wanted to, I could have done better in school. (Parent) 



1 have a hard time in school. (Student) 
My child has a hard time in school. parent) 
I had a hard tirne in school- (Parent) 

MY- made really good grades when she/he was in school. (Student) 
1 made really good grades when 1 was in school. (Parent) 

Summary 

This final set of items was accepted by the school board and subsequently given to 

students and parents in the manner described in the next section. Copies of the actual 

measures are in Appendices C and D. This item set was tentatively narned the Farnily 

Support Measure (FSM) and although it includes far fewer items than originally intended, 

it measures a respectable array of behaviours frorn among the many possible parental 

school-focussed behaviours. It is net a measure of parenting style, nor a measure of 

parental activities in schools, nor a measure of parental resources available for school 

children- It may positively correlate with measures of such constructs. It specifically has 

items describing behaviours which parents engage in at home when they are tqing to heIp 

their children perform as well as they are able to perform in school. The following chapters 

describe the empirical exploration of this set of items. 



IV. Method 

Sarn~le  

Approximately 1700 students fkom grades 6, 7, and 8 in eleven different schools in 

southem Ontario were asked to participate in this study. These public schools represent 

primarily middle to upper-middle socioeconomic s t a tu  neighbourhoods comrnon to 

southem Ontario. Two schools, added &er initial response rates were quite low, were 

part of the Catholic Separate School Board. No observable dserences between families in 

the Separate Board and in the regular district were found. Families who consented to 

participate (n=194) were not rernunerated. Student respondents included 3 £ifth graders, 

5 1 sixth graders (mean age = 12), 84 seventh graders (mean age = 13), 36 eighth graders 

(mean age = 14), and 3 of unknown grade level. Children's grades averaged 3.2 on a 4 

point scale (sd= -63), or  roughly in the B range. No failing grades were reported in the 

entire sarnple. Parent respondents included in factor analyses (n=3 03) included 1 1 8 

fathers, 182 mothers, and 3 of unreported gender (see Table 7)Some parents with 

Table 7: Participants 

Male Female Total 
Parents 118 182 (+3unknown) 303 

*Children without Fathers = 38; Children without Mothers = 30 

daughters responded (n=174) and some parents responded for sons (n=12 1). Eight parents 

did not report the gender of their child. Child respondents (n=177) included 10 1 girls, 75 

boys, and 1 of unreported gender. Children included in factor analyses responded 

separately for their mother's behaviours ( ~ 1 4 7 )  and father's behaviours (n=l39). 
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Blishen SES score means were 50.9 (sd=14.6) for fathers, and 43.5 (sd=14.7) for 

mothers who worked outside the home- Both of these means fa11 in the Blishen medium 

range, 3 1-55, indicating an average sample of the general population (Blishen, Carroll & 

Moore, 1987). 

Procedure 

A proposa1 for this research was approved by the University of Guelph Ethics 

Committee and the Upper Grand District School Board's Research Liaison Committee. 

Consent forms, information about the study and two parent forms were sent home to 

parents with their children in grades 6 ,  7, and 8 in nine schools selected by a research 

liaison in the school board. Participating parents completed consent forms for their 

chiidren and their Family Support Measure (FSM)' and mailed these to the researcher in 

postage-paid envelopes. A compilation of students with permission to participate was 

forwarded to each school and arrangements were made with each school's principal to 

allow these students time during their normal school day to respond to the child form of 

the FSM. Student responding occurred in groups of 5 to 35, supervised by the researcher, 

and in the case of two students, by the principal. Students were encouraged to ask any 

2 

Order of items: To ascertain whether the order of the items on the FSM produced 
any systematic effects, two dif3erent forms of the FSM were distributed in roughly equal 
numbers at random. Both had the exact same instructions and items, but the items were 
counterbalanced. Since the items were already in random order on the FSM, an exact 
reverse-ordering would rnake findïng the source of the possible order effect (either a sinzle 
item or a group of several together) slightly easier. Al1 forrns of the instrument were 
printed on white paper. Each form of the test was compared using an independent sarnples 
t-test for each item on the two forms. A pattern was apparent in the results (reported 
below) so a simple sum of a small grouping of items was computed to ascertain whether 
people scored higher on the beginning of the measure or on the end. 



questions about vocabulary or procedures at any time. Responses generally took 10 to 20 

minutes, but students were allowed as much tirne as they needed. Any and al1 questions 

about the study, the measure itself, and procedures were answered fully and truthfully by 

the researcher throughout the study. Participants were free to withdraw &om the study at 

any time. Students were given mechanical pencils for participating. 

In addition to responding to the 64 items of the FSM, parents and children 

reported parental occupations and the grades the child "usually" received in math, science, 

and readindanguage arts. Self-reported grades have been found to correlate significantly 

(r = -79 in Gonzales, et al., 1996; - -75 in Dombusch, et al. 1987) with official grade 

records. Obtaining actual grades was considered too onerous on the school system which 

was undergoing considerable re-organization at the time of the study. 

Incent ive 

M e r  a £èw schools had been aven the instrument, response rates seerned quite 

low. In order to increase response rates, the students at two schools (the two remaining 

schools that had not already received the instrument) were offered a chance to be in a 

draw for $50.00. 

Data analvsis 

Simple 1-tests between rnothers and fathers and boys and girls were computed to 

fùrther describe the sample. 

Correlations Pearson ' s rJ between farnily rnembers (mothers, fat hers, and 

children) were compared for responses to each item to gauge the sirnilarity between 

patterns of responding arnong family members. Inter-item correlations were also computed 



for parent data, collapsed across rnothers and fathers, and for children's responses for each 

parent- 

Items which were too similar in wording to another item were deleted to prevent 

uncommonly high correlations between two items nom heavily intluencing the factor 

analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). Two pairs of items were significantly similar in 

wording and responses: 6 and 54 are similar, r.68 and 16 and 18 are similar, F-69. Items 

6 and 16 were deleted before factor analysis. 

B ecause factor analyses with maximum likelihood extraction procedures are more 

sensitive to non-normal distributions (Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988), each item was 

inspected for skewness, and items with a skewness statistic exceeding 2.0 were deleted 

before factoring. Items with distributions less than the entire five-point scale were deleted 

if their skewness statistic exceeded 1.5. These items in the paren! data were very skewed: 

Skewness statistic: 
7. 1 care a lot about my child's education- -1.759 
11. 1 let my child stay up as late as he/she wants on school nights. 2.896 
32.1 believe that my child's education is very important- -3 -93 2 
48.1 am only pleased when my child gets 100% on a test. 2.680 
58.1 think it is important for my child to go to school. -4-770 

These items in the chilci data were very skewed: 

Skewness statistics: Mother Father 
7. My c-mothedfather-> cares a lot about my education. -2.3 13 -2.485 
32. My <-mothedfather-> believes that rny education is very important. -2.475 -3.264 
43. My <-mothedfather-> would like me to have good marks at school. -2.229 -2.546 
44. My c-rnothedfather-> encourages me to complete my schoolwork. -2.3 14 -1 -904 
58. My <-mothedfather-> thinks that it is important for me to go to schoo1.-4.242 -3.928 
6 1. My <-rnothedfather-> is pleased if 1 just do my best in school. -2.322 -2.198 



Transformations of these skewed items did not affect the factor analyses, and due to the 

difficulty of interpreting transformed variables, deletion was used instead. These 8 skewed 

items were deleted fiom the parent data set and both child data sets before the factor 

analysis, so that al1 analyses began with the same 55 items. These procedures were 

important to keep the final solutions as comparable as possible across family member 

views, without sacrificing the goal of having as many usefùl factors as possible in the final 

solutions- 

Scree tests were used to determine the probable number of factors. Exploratory 

factor analyses using maximum likelihood extractions with 2, 3 , 4 ,  5, 6, 7, and 8 specified 

factors, and oblique rotations were performed, using al1 the items with acceptable 

distributions. Oblique rotations were required because pnor research suggests that the 

constructs that were likely to be discovered by factor analysis should be correlated 

constructs (Campbell, 1994; Mboya, 1993a; Midgett et al., 2997). There were not enough 

participants for an adequate factor analysis of fathers' responses. Since including fathers' 

data with mothers' data produced factors almost identical to mothers' data alone, to 

maximize sample size, ai1 parents' responses were analysed together. Child data were 

analysed separately for each parent: child responses about their mother and child 

responses about their father. 

Each of the three sets of data (parents, child-for-mother, and child-for-father) were 

factor analysed multiple times, each time deleting items which did not add significantly to 

the solution or which made the solution less interpretable by loading on more than one 

factor. The factors produced by the parents' data were compared item-by-item to the 



factors produced by the children's data. The constant comparison of parents' and 

chiidren's solutions ensured that the final solutions for each contained the same items. 

Items which were not contributing to either parent or child solutions were deleted first. 

Items with factor loadings Iess than -30 were deleted according to accepted statistical 

wisdom (Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). Almost al1 items with 

factor loadings on more than one factor were deleted. The complex items which do remain 

were not deleted because these items were important for the factor solution of a difTerent 

family member. A few cornplex items are acceptable in an exploratory analysis of this type, 

since the goal is to make a multi-perspective instrument which can account for parents' 

and children's views. Through the iterative comparison of factor sohtions with vaqring 

numbers of items and factors, the most theoreticatly interpetable solution with the most 

usefûl items in parent solutions and child soluti~ns was selected for fiirther discussion and 

testing. The final set of items contains items which were strong in the parent and the two 

child solutions, 



V. Results 

Partici~ation Rates 

Rates of participation were Iow, ranging fkom 5% to 26% per school. The chnce 

to win $50 in a draw did not alter participation rates. The best participation rates were in 

suburban schools that had not previously been participants in research. 

IncidentaI Cornrnents 

A few items garnered comments from parents in the margins of the instrument. 

Usually they were cornments about the lack of a need to encourage reading or other 

promoting activities due to their child's unique charactenstics. One family reported not 

owning a television. Two fathers reported disgruntled doubt about the validity of the 

items, especially those which were reverse-coded. One refûsed to answer the second haIf 

of the instrument, commenting that he doubted that "the items were reliable regarding the 

data," possibly meaning that the numbers representing agreement or disagreement would 

not reflect his actual behaviours. 

Correlations 

Inter-item correlations on both the child and parent forms were rnostly low'. Eighty-nine 

The correlation between the two counterbalanced orderings of items was equal to 
-73. An interesting diEerence between the counterbalanced forms used by parents was 
found with the -tests. The mean of each item was compared with itself on the other 
counterbalanced form of the rneasure. Statistical tests were performed separately for 
parent data and for child data about mothers and child data about fathers. For the parents' 
responses, a comparison of each item with itself on the counter-balanced form suggests 
that the items which appear first on the questionnaire receive higher scores than the items 
which appear last. 

This effect could be due to the task of examining one's own behaviour or to a 
dampening effect of a single item or a group of items which accidentally appear in the 



percent of the correlations were in the range of -30 to -30. About 10% (or 200) were in 

the ranges of -SO to -.3 1 and -3 1 to -50. About 1% (or 20) were in the ranges of -JO to - 

-5 1 and -5 1 to -70. No correlation was stronger than -.70 or -70 (see Appendices E, F and 

G> - 

The intra-familial correlations (not Iisted in this document) for each item (mother, 

father, and child for mother, cMd for father) were moderate and in the positive direction. 

Consistently, the highest correlations were between child for mother and child for father 

data, typically -75 to -90. About sixty percent of these correlations were above -70. The 

next highest correlations were between parents. Aborit 56% of these correlations were in 

the moderate range and more than 40% were in the low range. Correlations between 

children's and mothers' data were slightly weaker, although about 30% were stiIl in the 

moderate range, about 60% were in the low range. Finally, the weakest correlations were 

between children and fathers, having about 25% in the moderate range and about 73% in 

the low range, but these were still significantly correlated in the positive direction. 

Negative correlations were rare and none were moderate or high. 

rniddle of the ordering of items. The items in the rniddle of the parents' measure exhibit no 
pattern as to which ordering produces higher or lower scores. This suggests that no single 
item is dampening responses because the change is not abrupt. Another possibility is that 
the items in what became the factor, described below, riazned "Concern for Motivation", 
are producins the effect. By chance these items were al1 in one half of the FSM, on the 
first half of one fom of the survey and on the last half of the other. The mean of the six 
items in the final factor "Concem for Academic Motivation" in the parents' data was 2.23 
(s.d.=.513) on form 1 and 2.50 (s.d.=.577) on form 2, which is a difference signifkant at 
~<.000. These items occumng earlier in the questionnaire received higher scores than if 
they were near the end of the questionnaire. Since a high score on these items suggests 
stronger concerns about the child, the items in this factor may be affected by the parent 
engaging in the activity of responding to the FSM. Such dinerences were not apparent on 
child-counterbalanced items. 



Factor Analvsis 

Based on the decision d e s  discussed above, six factors are evident in the final 38 

item parent and child factor solutions. Factor loadings and a list of the items within each 

factor are in Tables 8, 9, 10, 1 1, 12 and 13 - Factor loadings less than -30 are not shown in 

the following tables. The solution for child's view of the mother is first, followed by the 

child's view of the father, and then the factor solution for the parents' views of thernselves 

are shown below- Five of the six factors for each analysis are sirnilar, but not identical, in 

parent and child data: Participation in Hornework, Encouragement of School Success, 

Concems for Academic Motivation, Press to Excel, and Press for Literacy. One factor in 

each solution differs: the child's solutions have Management of the Leaming Environment, 

and the parents' solution has Rules for Homework. Of the final 38 items presented in these 

solutions, 90% Loaded 011 only one dimension. In total, seven items across the three 

solutions (items 4, 18, 23, 29, 53, 56, 57) load on more than one factor in at Ieast one 

solution, but are retained in the final item set because they are important for the other 

farnily member perspective (parent or child). A side-by-side comparison of each factor in 

the three solutions is presented in the Discussion chapter. 



Table 8: Child for Mother solution with 3 8 item combination 

Variable Comnality Factor Eigenvalue 
4 

P c t  of Var C m  Pct 



F i n a l  S t a r i s t i c s :  

Variable Communality Factor SS Loadings P c t  of V a r  C m  Pct 

2CM 
3CM 
4 CM 
5CM 
8 CM 
9CM 
lOCM 
13CM 
14CM 
18CM 
19CM 
20CM 
21CM 
2 3CM 
29CM 
30CM 
33CM 
34CM 
35CM 
3 6CM 
38CM 
40CM 
4 1CM 
42CM 
47CM 
4 9CM 
SOCM 
5 1CM 
5 3CM 
54CM 
55CM 
5 6CM 
57CM 
59CM 
6OCM 
62CM 
63C 
64C 



Pat tern  M a t r i x :  

Encourag P r e s E x c e l  Manage P r e s L i t e r  P a r t i c i p  Concern 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 

l O C M  - 6 1  
3 3 C M  -58 
2 3 C M  58 
5 5CM -45 
4CM -38 
5 6 C M  - 3 1  
38CM 
5 OCM 
4 2 C M  





Table 10: Child for Father solution with 38 item combination 

Variable Cornmunality Factor Eigenvalue 

2 C F  
3 C F  
4 C F  
5 C F  
8 C F  
9 C F  
l O C F  
1 3 C F  
1 4 C F  
1 8 C F  
1 9 C F  
2 0 C F  
2 1 C F  
2 3 C F  
2 9 C F  
3 0 C F  
3 3 C F  
3 4 C F  
3 5 C F  
3 6 C F  
3 8 C F  
4  0 C F  
4  1 C F  
4 2 C F  
4 7 C F  
4 9 C F  
5 OCF 
5 1 C F  
5 3 C F  
5 4 C F  
5 5 C F  
5 6 C F  
5 7 C F  
5 9 C F  
6OCF 
6 2 C F  
6 3 C  
6 4 C  

Pct of V a r  Cvm P c t  



F i n a l  Statistics: 

Variable C o m r n u n a l i t y  Factor SS Loadings P c t  o f  Var Cum P c t  



P a t t e r n  Matrix: 

Encourage P r e s E x c e l  PresLiter Manage P a r t i c i p a  Concern 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 F a c t o r  4 Factor 5 Factor 6 



Table 11: Child for Father factors ivith 38 item combination 
* Dual loading items: the other significant factor is in parentheses after the item. 

Encouragement of scliool success: 
10. My <-/fatber-> lielps me ~4th schoolwork tliat 1 do not understand. 
50. My <-/faber-> does not mind if 1 need to sîay afler school to work on schoolwork- 
33, My <-/father-> likes me to come to herfirn for heIp with homework 
14- My <-Ifather-> is never satisfied with my grades. (Negative loading) 
12, My <-/fatlier-> does not check my homework before 1 tum it in. (Rev.) 

Press to escel: 
34. My <-Ifather-> punishes me if I do poorly in school. 
62. If rny grades are not good enough, my c-/father-> wilI restnct my free tirne. 
'29. My <-/fatlier-> wants me to work Iiarder at school. (Concerns) 
57. My <-/fatlier-> exqxcts a lot from me in school. 
53. My <-/father-> is very strict when it cornes to schoolwork. 
60. My <-/fatlier-> tries to make me feel guilw when I do poorly in school. 
5 .  My c-Ifather-> is not very patient when it cornes to my education- (Rev.) (Negative loading) 

Press for literacv: 
8. My <-Ifather-> encourages me to read right before going to sleep, 
36. My <-Ifather-> encourages me to read books. 
3. My <-Ifather-> often tells me to spend some t h e  reachg. 
*4. My <-/fatlier-> supports me in the things 1 do in scliool. (Encouragement) 
18. My <-/fatlier-> likes to know what 1 am studying in school. 
30. My <-/fatlier-> often helps me study before a test. (Loading < -30) 

Management of the learning environment: 
*63- I have a good place to do homework at Our Iiouse. (Encouragement) 
20. My <-Ifather-> decides how rnuch T,V- I can watch on school days. 
40. My <-Ifailier-> sets d e s  on the kinds of T.V. shows 1 can watch. 
64. We have lots of he1ph.l books at home that I can use for school work. 
9. My <-Ifather-> does not push me to be the best in the class. (Rev.) (Loading < -30) 

Partici~ation wïth homework: 
13. My <-Ifather-> dways keeps track of what homework 1 have to do. 
47. M y  <-/fatlier-> makes me do my homework at a certain time. 
55. 1 do mucli better in school because of my <-Ifather's-> help. 
19. My c-Ifather-> helps me plan my time for getting my work done. 
41. My <-/fatlier-> always knows how nuch time 1 spend on Iiomework. 
56. My <-/fatlier-> encourages me to use my ideas in school activities. 
38. My <-/fatlier-> tries to make me feel smart in my schoolwork. 
19. Most of tiie tirne, my <-Ifather-> looks at my schoolwork. 
21. When 1 do homework, my <-/fatlier-> does not dlow other things to interfere nith it- 
35. My c-Ifather-> rarely helps me with school reports. (Rev.) 
59. My <-/fatlier-> is still pleased. even if 1 do not make tlie top of the class. (Loading < 3 0 )  

Concerns for acadernic motivation: 
54. My <-/fatlier-> dces not feel 1 am doing my best in scliool. 
5 1. My <-/fatlier-> tliinks 1 am l a q  when it comes to schoolwork. 
*23. My c-/fatlier-> tries to make me feel confident in my schoolwork. (Encouragement) 
2. My <-/fatlier-> tliinks I am smarter than 1 tiiink 1 am. 



Table 12: Parent solution with 38 item combination 

Va r i ab l e  C o m n a l i t y  Factor  Eigenvalue P c t  of  Var Cum Pct 



F i n a l  S t a t i s t i c s  : 

Val-iable C o m u n a l i t y  Fac to r  SS Loadings P c t  of  Var C m  P c t  



Pattern M a t r i x :  

Participat  Concern PresLiter PresExcel Encourag Rules 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 



Table 13: Parent factors with 38 item combination 
* Dual loading items: the other signincant factor is in parentheses after the item. 

Partici~ation with homework: 
19. Most of the time, I look at my child's schoolwork. 
30. 1 often help my child study before a test. 
13. I aiways keep track of what homework my child lias to do. 
52.1 do not check my child's homervork before hdshe turns it in. (Rev.) 
55. My child does much better in school because of my help. 
35, 1 rarely help my child with school reports. (Rev.) 
4 1 - 1  always knorv how much tune my child spends on homework. 
* 18. 1 üke to know what my cluld is studying in school. (Encouragement) 
49. 1 help my child plan hisher tirne for getting hidher work done. 

Concerns for academic motivation: 
54-1 do nor feel my child is doing hisiher best in school. 
5 1 - 1 tliink my- child is lazy when it cornes to school~vork. 
29. 1 want my child to work harder at school. 
14. 1 am never satisfied with my child's grades. 
2- 1 tiGnk my child is smarter than he/she thinks. 
5. 1 am nor very patient when it c o m a  to my child's education. (Rev.) (Neg.) (Loading < -30) 

Press for literacv: 
8. 1 encourage my child to read nght before going to sleep. 
36.1  encourage my child to read books. 
3. 1 often tell my child to spend some tirne reading. 
64. We have lots of helpfûl books at home that my- cliild can use for school work. 

Press to Escel: 
60. 1 tq to make my cliild feel guilty when Iie/slie does poorly in school. 
34, 1 punish my child iflidshe does poorly in scliool. 
*57. 1 eqec t  a lot from my child in school. (Encouragement) 
62- Lf my child's grades are not good enough, 1 will restrict hidher free time. 
59. 1 am still pleased. even if my cluld does not make the top of the class- 
9. 1 do nor push my child to be the best in the class. (Rev.) 

Encouragement of school success: 
56.1 encourage my cluld to use his/her ideas in school activities. 
23.  1 tq- to make my child feel confident in his/lier sclioolwork. 
50. 1 do nor mind if my child needs to stay after school to work on sclioolwork. 
38- 1 try to make my cliild feel smart in 1Wlier schoohvork. 
10. 1 help niy cluld \vit11 sclioolwork tliat he/she does not understand- 
4- 1 support my child in the tiiings he/slie does in scliool. 
33. 1 like my child ro corne to me for help with homework. Coading < -30) 
40. I set d e s  on the kinds of T.V. shows my cliild can watch (Loading < -30) 

Rules for homewo rk: 
47. 1 make my cluId do hisher homework at a certain time. 
53. 1 am very strict wlien it comes to schoolwork, 
2 1. When my cluld does homewvork. I do no t allow other things to interfere with it. 
*63. My cldd lias a gwd place to do homework at Our house. (Encouragement of school success) 
20. 1 decide how much T.V. rny cliild can watch on school days. 



Factor Correlations 

A few factors in the three solutions (Child for Mother Press for Literacy and 

Management, Child for Father Press for Literacy, and Parent Encouragement and Rules) 

contained completely negative factor loadings. Due to difficulties in interpreting these 

types of factors, the signs were reflected in the output table and the resultant signs of the 

factor score correlations were also appropriately altered. This practice does not change 

magnitudes in the corresponding correlation matrix in any way (cf. Catteil, 1952; 

Thurstone, 1947). 

The most interpretable factor score correlations are within each solution (see 

Tables 14 and 15). These are primarily Low correiations, indicating an adequate degree of 

uniqueness between factors in the final three solutions. Factor score correlations were al1 

low to moderate. For child factor scores, correlations between factors in the child's view 

of mother (Ch-M) and in the child's view of father (Ch-F) showed very similar patterns. 

Participation with homework was positively correlated with Press for Literacy (x = -29- 

Ch-M and = -36-Ch-F) and positively correlated with Encouragement of School Success 

(r = -3 4-Ch-M and = -28-Ch-F). Both of these have similar magnitude and are in the 

sarne direction as the correlations between similar parent factors. Press to Excel was 

positively correlated with Concerns for Academic Motivation (r = -26-Ch-M and = -29- 

Ch-F) which is a higher correlation than between similar parent factors (1 = .10) but in the 

same direction. Management of the Learning Environment was positively correlated with 

Press for Literacy (r = .24-Ch-M and = -20-Ch-F). Press for Literacy was moderately 

positively correlated with Encouragement of School Success (1 = 26-Ch-M and 1: = -26- 



Ch-F). Press to Excel and Concems for Academic Motivation were negatively correlated 

with Encouragement of School Success (r = -.09-Ch-M; 1 = -. 15-Ch-F and = -. 12; 

r = -. 19-Ch-F, respectively). Aiso negatively correlated were Participation with - 

Homework and Concems for Acadernic Motivation (r = -.05-Ch-M and r = -. 17-Ch-F). 

These correlations justie the use of an oblique rotation in the preceding factor analyses. 

Table 14: Child solutions' factor correlation matrices 

Chiid-Moîher solution: Factor correlation mat& 

E n c o u r a g e  P r e s s  Excel Manage P r e s s L i t e r a c y  P a r t i c i p a t e  
E n c o u r a g e  1-00 
P r e s s  E x c e l  -.O9 1.00 
Manage -20 -08 1.00 
P r e s s L i t e r a c y  -36 -.O5 -24 1.00 
P a r t i c i p a t e  -34 -. 03 -16 -29 1-00 
Concern - O  12 .26 -.O9 -.O1 -.O5 

Child-Father solution: Factor correlation matrix 

E n c o u r a g e  P r e s s  E x c e l  Manage PressLiteracy P a r t i c i p a t e  
E n c o u r a g e  1.00 
PressExcel -. 15 1-00 
Manage -12 -11 1.00 
P r e s s L i t e r a c y  -26 -10 .20 1.00 
P a r t i c i p a t e  -28 .O1 .13 .36 1.00 
Concern -. 19 -29 - . O 4  - O  14 --17 

For parent factors, Participation with Homework correlated positively with Press 

for Literacy (1 = .35), Encouragement of School Success (r = .29), and Rules for 

Homework (1 = -3 9). Press for Literacy was positively correlated with Encouragement of 

School Success (I = -3 l), and Rules for Homework (!: = -24). Further, Encouragement of 

School Success was positively correlated with Rules for Homework (g = -26). 

Encouragement was barely correlated, but negatively associated, with Press to Excel ( E  = 

-.05) and Concerns for Academic Motivation (r = -. 13) 



Table 15: Parent solution: Factor correIation matrix 

E n c o u r a g e  P r e s s  Excel R u l e s  P r e s s L i t e r a c y  P a r t i c i p a t e  
E n c o u r a g e  1 -00  
PressExceL -.O5 1-00  
R u l e s  -26 . O 8  1 .00  
P r e s s L i t e r a c y  - 3 1  - - O 3  24 
Part ic ipate  -29 - . O 3  -39 
C o n c e r n  - 0 1 3  -10 -001 

Some of the factors across child and parent solutions are very sirnilar, but none are 

identical, which makes comparing the correlations across the family difficult. For instance, 

although these solutions al1 have a factor named Participation with Homework, these three 

Participation factors contain just slightly over half the sarne items across parent and child 

solutions. Usin3 a cornmon method of factor matching, Catte117s salient sirnilarity index, 

even the most diverse factors achieve a salient match at the Q < -05 level. Even with this 

test of matching, however, some caution in comparing factors is warranted. With this 

caution in rnind, some cornparisons can be made (see Table 16). 
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Among child for mother and child for father concomitant factors, the iowest 

bivariate factor score correlation is = -56, indicating an overall high degree of agreement 

for children's views of both parents. Correlations between child factors and parent factors 

are al1 signifïcant, but not al1 high. The lowest is = -23, the correlation between child for 

father Press to Excel and the parental Press to Excel. The highest is 1: = -47, between child 

for father Concems for Academic Motivation and the parents' Concerns for Academic 

Motivation. Other factors correlate in the low to moderate range, as expected in a data set 

of this type. 

Reliability 

Split-halfreliability for the child a n s w e ~ g  for mother was -83. The alpha for the h l 1  

item set of child items about mother was -80. The child answenng for father produced a 

split-half score of -78 and an alpha equal to -8 1. Split-half reliability for the FSM parent 

form using the final 38 items equals -84. Alpha for the FSM parent form also equaIs -84. 

Individual factors for both children and parents have alphas ranging from -02 to -85 

(see Table 17). The Iow alphas are a concem. These items are not being included in a scale 

yet; however, in tùture studies, higher alphas will be required. This study is primady an 

exploration of the latent variables within responses to this set of items, rather than a search 

for construct validation. Item 5 shows prominently as a candidate for deletion. This item, 

"1 am not very patient when it comes to my child's education" (parent form), induced 

some parents to note on the sides of the actual FSM form the "doubIe-negative" in this 

item, even though it is not really a double-negative. Probably, the agreement-disagreement 



scale was more dficult to apply to this kind of question. Due to the importance of 

patience for parent-child interactions and the possible obstacles in the wording of this 

item, it will be altered to have a positive wording and be included again in future studies 

before finally deciding whether to omit or retain it- 

Table 17 

Alphas of latent variables 

Factor C hild-Mot her Child-Fat her Parent 

Encouragement of School Success -74 9 items -35" 5 items -85 8 items 
Press to Excel Sb 8 items -57' 7 items .59 6 items 
Press for Literacy -79 3 items -78 5items -62 4 items 
Participation with Homework -76 7 items -75 Z 1 items .85 9 items 
Concerns for Acadernic Motivation -74 5 items - 0 2 ~  4 items -52' 6 items 
Management of Learn. Environ. -76 6 items -59' 5 items d a  
Rules for Homework d a  d a  -7 1 5 items 
a. DeIete item 14 and alpha = -60 
b. Delete item 5 and alpha = -72 
c. DeIete item 5 and alpha = -71 
d. Delete item 23 and alpha = -61 
e. Delete item 5 and alpha = -71 
f, Delete item 9 and alpha = -64 

Gender Differences in Parent Res~onses 

Some items showed gender dserences significant at the p<. .O5 level. These items 

were significantly higher for parents of boys: 

2. 1 think my child is smarter than he/she thinks. Scale: 
3.  1 often tell my child to spend some time reading. Agree = 1 to Disagree = 5 
6 .  1 think my child does his/her best in school. 
14. 1 am never satisfied with rny child's grades- 
29. 1 want my child to work harder at school. 
5 1. 1 think my child is lazy when it cornes to schoolwork. 
54. 1 do iiot feel my child is doing his/her best in school. 



The following items were significantfy higher for paretzts of girls: 

50. 1 do rzol mind if my child needs to stay afier school to work on schoolwork. 
(Rev-1 

63.  My child has a good place to do homework at Our house. 

Item comparisons between mothers and fathers showed slight dinerences in means 

on five items. The following items were si30nificantly higher for rnothers: 

2. I think my child is smarter than he/she thinks. 
25. When my child bnngs home a test, we go over hisher mistakes together. 
27. 1 try to make my child feel better ifhdshe does poorly in school. 

The following items were significantly higher for fathers: 

56.1 encourage my ctiild to use hisher ideas in school activities. 
57.1 expect a lot fiom my child in school. 

Gender Differences in ChiId Responses 

In the child data, answering for mother, these items were significantly higher ( ~< .05 )  

fo r boys: 

29. My <-mother-2 wants me to work harder at school. 
55.1 do much better in school because of my c-mother's-> help. 
60. My <-mother-> tries to rnake me feel guilty when I do poorly in school. 

These items were significantly higher for girls: 

50. My <-mother-> does trot mind if I need to stay aRer school 
to work on schoolwork. (Rev.) 

In the child responses about fathers, the following items were significantly higher for 

boys: 

29. My <-father-> wants me to work harder at school. 
60. My <-father-> tries to make me feel guilty when 1 do poorly in school. 



This item was significantly higher for 

50. My <-father-> does not mind if 1 need to stay after school 
to work on schoolwork. (Rev.) 

Grade Level Differences 

One-way analyses of variance with Sc heffe corrections showed no si,&cant 

dzerences fiom any family member's perspective between families with children in grades 

6, 7, and 8. 

Socioeconomic Class Differences 

Parents reported their occupations. These reports were assigned a number frorn the 

Blishen Socioeconomic Index (Blishen, Carroll, & Moore, 1987) and split into two groups 

at the median (43.0). Subsequent 1-tests show some differences at the E<-O5 level. 

For mother reports, one item was scored higher in the lower socioeconomic level of 

the sarnple: 

28. 1 rarely help my child choose books to read. (Rev.) 

Since this is reverse-coded, a high score indicates that the mother is fiequentIy helping her 

child to choose books to read. 

For mother reports, these items were scored higher in the upper socioeconornic level 

of the sample: 

18. 1 like to know what rny child is studying in school. 
39- 1 expect my child to go to university whether he/she wants to or not. 
40. 1 set rules on the kinds of T.V. shows my child c m  watch. 
46. 1 reward my child ifhdshe does well in schoot. 
56. 1 encourage my child to use hidher ideas in school activities. 
57. 1 expect a lot from my child in school. 



58. 1 think it is important for my child to go to school. 

For father reports, no items were significantly different between the two 

socioeconornic levels of the sample. 

For children's reports for mothers, these items were significantly higher in the Iower 

socioeconornic level of the sarnple: 

41. My crnothedfather-> always knows how much time I spend on homework. 
5 1. My <-mothedfather-> thinks I am lazy when it comes to schoolwork. 

For children's reports of mothers, these items were significantly higher in the upper 

socioeconornic level of the sample: 

9. My c-mothedfather-> does not push me to be the best in the class. (Rev.) 
56. My<-mothedfather-> encourages me to use my ideas in school activities. 

For children's reports of fathers, no items were significantly higher in the lower 

socioeconomic level of the sampie. 

For children's reports of fathers, these items were significantly higher in the upper 

socioeconomic Ievel of the sarnple: 

9. My <-mothedfather-> does trot push me to be the best in the class. (Rev.) 
18. My <-mothedfather-> likes to know what I am studying in school. 
39. My <-rnothedfather-> expects me to go to university whether 1 want to or not. 
40. My <-rnothedfather-> sets rules on the kinds of T.V. shows I can watch- 
53 - My <-mothedfather-2 is very strict when it comes to schoolwork. 
56. My<-o thera the r -  encourages me to use my ideas in school activities. 

To ascertain an early indication of the predictive validity of these factors, self-reports 

of grades were provided by parents and children. Also, the change in R' in the results of a 



regression of factor scores on grades could indicate whether or not adding a child's 

perspective was significantly improving the prediction which used only the parent reports. 

A sequential multiple regression was performed between the factor scores produced 

by SPSS 10.05 in al1 three factor analyses, Parent, Child-Mother, and Child-Father, as the 

independent variables and an average of reported grades computed £?om al1 the grades 

reported by the family members as the dependent variable. Grade reports showed a high 

degree of agreement between family members (r -79 to -93). Inspections of assumptions 

(normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity of residuals) using SPSS's scatterplots showed 

no serious violations, N = 142. Three blocks of variables were entered sequentially, parent 

factor scores f k t ,  followed by child-mother factor scores, followed by child-father factor 

scores (see Table 18). 

TabIe 18: Results of seauential remession of factor scores on self-reported grades 

Mode1 R R' ~ d j . ~ '  Standard R2 F dfl df2 Sig. 
Error of Est. Change Change F Change 

1 -654a ,428 -402 -4616 -428 16.819 6 135 ,000 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Parent factor scores 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Parent factor scores and Child-Mother factor scores 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Parent factor scores, Child-Mother factor scores, and Child- 

Father factor scores 
d Dependent Variable: Average grades in school 

The adjusted-R' shows that 50% of the variance in grades can be accounted for by 

al1 of the factors which emerged in the three exploratory factor analyses discussed above. 

Furthermore, adding the children's factors about their mother increases the prediction 



significantly. The additional information provided by children's views of their father's 

behaviour does not signincantly increase the amount of variance in self-reported grades 

that is accounted for by the previously entered factors whether entered second or  third in 

the sequence. The children's views of their mother remained Uifluential even when entered 

third in the sequence. See Table 19 for the variance accounted for by each factor within 

each block of the regression. 



Table 19: Results from regression of factor scores on self-reriorted wades 

Model B Std- Error Beta t Sig. 
.O40 79.426 .O00 1 (Constant) 3.204 

PPARTIC -3 -495E-02 
PCONCE --400 
PLITERA 6.849E-02 
PEXEL ,140 
PENCOU -4.985E-02 
PRULES 7.436E-O2 

2 (Constant) 3.192 
PPARTIC -2.43 7E-O2 
PCONCE -.3 50 
PLITERA 3.162E-02 
PEXEL 9,495E-02 
PENCOU 3 -9 14E-02 
PRULES - 1 -096E-O2 
CHMPART -.129 
CHJMEXCEL -144 
CHMR/IANAG-5.886E-02 
CHMLITER -7 -53 0E-02 
CHMENCOU 1 -875E-02 
CMCONCE -.209 

3 (Constant) 3.199 
PPARTIC -2.707E-O2 
PCONCE -.343 
PLITERA -2.3 36E-02 
P E E L  8.0 13E-02 
PENCOU 5 -4 17E-02 
PRULES -5 -289E-O2 
CHMPART -8.804E-02 
CHMEXCEL -262 
CHMPI/IANAG- 1.44 1E-02 
CHMLITER -3.079E-02 
CHMENCOU -5.466E-02 
CHPviCONCE -.287 
CHFEhrCOU -4.311E-02 
CHFEXCEL -.200 
CHFLITER -9.578E-02 
CHFMANAG 4.362E-02 
CEEPARTI -5 -3 13E-02 
CHFCONCE -138 



These variables predict grades with varyhg levels of signiticance. The strongest 

predictors are the Concerns for Motivation and Press to Excel factors. Their strength is 

possibly due to parents using grades to gauge theu concerns and the leveI of motivation 

that their chiIdren display in school. The other factors may not predict self-reported grades 

as weli, but may be associated with other school outcomes. For this reason, the factors 

should be included with more measures of school outcomes in future studies- Also, the 

restricted range of grades reported in this study may have affected the outcome. Future 

studies should include a sarnple of students with lower grade averages as well. 



VI. Discussion 

This exploration of parental school-focussed behaviours in the home has made 

considerable progress in reducing the original number of items and in definkg some useful 

factors that indicate the various kinds of perspectives that mothers, fathers, and children 

may hold about school-focussed activities. The three final 38-item solutions produce easily 

comparable, paraliel items which yield six factors for both parents and children, five of 

which are very similar across f a d y  members. The factors emerging from this exploratory 

factor analysis are Participation with Homework, Press for Literacy, Concems for 

Academic Motivation, Press to Excel, Encouragement of School Success, Management of 

the Learning Environment, and Rules for Homework. Arguments for the validity of these 

factors are presented first, including their presence in existing frameworks of parental 

involvement, followed by intra-familial cornparisons of the items in each factor. Findly, 

limitations and recornmendations for future studies are discussed. 

The six-factor solutions were selected over various two, three, four, five, and seven 

factor solutions, using multiple different combinations of items. These six-factor solutions 

are preferable because they rnaximize the number of descriptive and predictive variables 

available in the instrument, while retaining uniqueness, stability and interpretability. AU of 

the factors were expected to be mildly correlated, due to the focus on education within 

these behaviours. The child and parent factor structures confirm this, but factor 

correlations are still Iow. The highest factor score correlations were = -36 for child data 

and r = -39 for parent data. The effort taken to delete repetitive items seems worthwhile. 

High factor score correlations would have suggested larger, overriding constnicts 



(Guadagnoi & Velicer, 1988). These factors seem to be related, but separate, constmcts, 

providing this item set with evidence of intemal vaiidity and some constmct validity. 

Some earlier studies may have benefited fiorn this large number of items for 

assessing parental involvement in the home (Bogen~chneider~ 1997; Grolnick & Ryan, 

1989; Keith et al., 1986; Sin* et al., 1995). The lack of consensus in definins parental 

involvement, and hence, the lack of consensus in how to measure it, can be partially 

remedied by more exploratory studies of reports of behaviour such as this (Reynolds, 

1992). This research also followed Reynolds' separation of parental involvement in the 

home and in the school by focussing on the component of involvement in the home. This 

specificity has not proved too restricting to uncover multiple factors within a set of items 

querying such a refined subsection of parental behaviours. This analysis sought to 

maximize the number of  factors without sacrificing interpretability. Although some factors 

are unquestionably brief (Press for Literacy has only three items) according to cornmon 

factor analytical practices (Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988), since this was an exploratory 

analysis, these smaller factors provide good marker items for building more items to 

boister that particuIar factor in fhre iterations of the instrument. Even the srnailest factor 

was distinguishable to a group of family scientists and parents as an important component 

of parenting. Aiso note that about s i x t y  percent of the items in the original set of items in 

this study were drawn fiom previously tested measures (Campbell, 1994; Mboya, 1993a), 



making this analysis architechtonic, according to Catîell's prescription4 for a healthy 

science (1978). 

These factors can account for moderate amounts of variance in an average of self- 

reported grades. At this early exploratory phase, such predictive validity warrants fùrther 

refinement of the item set and future re-analysis. Suggestions for additional items are 

presented later with the descriptions of the final factors. 

Finally, these seven factors reflect parts of earlier theoretical fiarneworks describing 

parental school-focussed behaviours. Theory is an important element in construct validity, 

arguably the most dominant requirement in the construction of an instrument (Loevinger, 

Links to Previous Theories 

In terms of theory, the best fit for these factor solutions belongs to the Scott-Jones 

(1 995) four-level fi-amework. The overriding principle of vahti~g education is evident 

throughout the responses, although this is a self-selected sample of parents who definitely 

want to contribute to the science of school success. For instance, the Press to Excel factor 

covers aspirations and expectations, Scott-Jones' first level. To complicate things, 

however, the other typical vuhihg factor, Concerns for Academic Motivation, includes 

4 

Catte11 (1978) wrote: 
To factor a set of arbitrarily chosen variables in any domain, no matter what the 
hypothesis behind them, without introducing markers consistently found in that 
same domain by two or more good previous researches, is an act of scientific 
irresponsibility. The investigator has encapsulated hirnself (sic) in a private world, 
precluding any possibility of an architectonic growth of scientific knowledge. (p. 
496-497) 



items about effort and ability. Interestingly, these solutions suggest two factors within 

valtring, one deaiing with parents' goals and the other dealing with individual child 

characteristics. This distinction rnay be usefùl in firture studies of academic success. It 

indicates how Scott-Jones' theoretical constructs are embedded together, with vdzritzg 

producing monitoring, because the Concems for Academic Motivation are dependent on a 

parent's assessment, and hence, monitoring, of their child's educational behaviours. The 

more purely monitoring factors are Management of the Leaming Environment and Rules 

for Homework. Finally, the Scott-Jones helping construct would include Participation 

with Homework, Press for Literacy, and Encouragement of School Success. These three 

factors add useful distinctions within the helpirzg construct because very dBerent 

behaviours are enacted withïn each idea. Checking homework seems to be distinct from 

trying to make a child feel confident, aithough both are helphl. Since Participation with 

Homework is so clearly a helping activity, it may be usefùl to semantically broaden Scott- 

Jones' hefping level. 3ne suggestion for a broader label which encompasses these factors 

and stiil follows the Scott-Jones theory is prontoting. Parents seem to be actively engaging 

in activities t O promo te educational success: encouraging, coaching, pushins, rnotivating, 

and assisting. This is a wider range of behaviours for parents, and therefore worthy of a 

broader verb like ' promoting' . "Helping" should be included within promoting, but might 

be usefuily operationalized to indicate instructional, tutoring activities. Such a 

modification of the theory seerns reasonable in the light of empirically discovered factors 

such as these. Unfortunately, no items on the FSM distinctly query doiizg. The Likelihood 

of socially-desirable responding on such questions is so high that these items were 



elininated early in the process of reducing the number of items for this study. If a measure 

of doing were invented, it could also fit adequately within the "helping" aspect of 

promoting as an extreme amount of help. Indeed, many aspects of these factors could be 

damaging if performed in excess. Just as too much participation in homework will limit the 

practice the child gets with the subject, so too could excessive pressure to excel possibly 

hïnder a child's ability to perform. 

Seginer's (1986) parental achievement-supportive behaviours, instigative and 

responsive behaviours, are evident in the final solutions in this study. The instigative 

factors are Management of the Learning Environment, Rules for Homework, Press for 

Literacy, and Encouragement of School Success. These factors include items about the 

learning environment and general support of academic tasks. In accord with Seginer's 

operationalization, these kinds of tasks are intended by parents to instigate children to 

engage in the activities they feel will hetp thern in school. The responsive behaviours are 

Concerns for Academic Motivation, Press to Excel, and Participation with Homework. 

These factors include items about children's persona1 characteristics, like motivation and 

effort, which require parents to assess children and respond to their strengths and 

weaknesses, 

Kellaghan, Sloane, Alvarez, and Bloorn (1993) outlined many aspects of the homes 

of successfbl students. Their five-part fiamework represents not just school-focussed 

parental activities, but also a humber of general parent characteristics and family relations. 

Since the FSM was designed to focus more narrowly than their fiamework, the match 

between the factors which emerged in this study is less convincing, but still apparent. The 



work habits of the family can be found in Management of the Learning Environment and 

Participation with Homework, both of which include a fair number of monitoring items. 

Academic guidance and support are easily discernible within Encouragement of School 

Success. Stimulation to explore ideas and the quality of the leaming environment, 

however, are included in this item set with a few items about provision of a place to do 

homework, the encouragement to use ideas in school, and visits to the library. Kellaghan, 

et al. intended this category to cover general farnily activities like visiting museums, 

engaging in hobbies, or taking about cultural and current events. More of these types of 

items could be added to future iterations of this item set. Finally, the family expressions of 

aspirations and expectations cm be found in Press to Excel and Concems for Academic 

Motivation. Overall, this exploratoiy study confirms this framework's constructs. 

The frarnework descnbed by Grolnick and Slowiaczek (1994) is less evident in these 

factors, but still discernible. They describe behavioural, cognitive-intellectual, and persona1 

resources in their parental involvement. Participation with Homework seems like 

behavioural resources. Encouragement and Press for Literacy may be part of the 

cognitive-intellectual domains. The personal domain is less obvious, being the allocation of 

a parent's persona1 resources, but may include the Concem for Academic Motivation 

items and the Press to Excel which seem to be parental responses to clildren's own 

persona1 characterktics. 

Martinez-Pons ' (1 996) social-cognitive perspective of parental involvement includes 

four constructs: modellirzg, encotiragi,tg, facilifaling, and rewnrdirig. Modelling 

behaviours can be found in Participation with Homework. Unfortunately, the best items 



for reporting those types of attitudes were among those items oniitted to keep the 

instrument short at the School Board's request. Now that the number of items has been 

significantly reduced, more modelling items could be considered for future iterations of 

this item set. The next behaviour in this fiamework, encouraging, strongly emerged in this 

analysis with an entire factor, Encouragement of School Success. Tacilitating behaviours 

are evident within the factor, Management of the Learning Environment and Participation 

with Hornework. Rewarding behaviours are included within Participation ("tries to  make 

me feel smart") and punishment, the converse of rewarding, is in Press to Excel. 

These links to existing theory support the claim that this exploratory study has 

produced valid, usefùl factors. Of course, the process of vaiidation is ongoing (Geisinger, 

1992) and can be elaborated in future studies- To continue, differences among these 

factors' associations between family members7 perspectives need firther elaboration. 

Because parents and children responded to the same items, w e  Gan make sorne 

interesting cornparisons between factors. Modest differences between children's and 

parents' views of the parents' school-focussed habits are visible i n  the slight dflerences 

between where children's and parents' items were placed by the factor analysis. For 

instance, child responses to an item about the kinds of television ssows their parents allow 

them to watch were placed with other items about the provision o f  a place to do 

homework and the amounts of television viewing allowed. Parent responses to the sarne 

item were placed with their encouragement of academic endeavous. This may seem a 

smdl difference, but the overall picture of these sliçht differences may show a child's 

perspective that is more tied to the imrnediate effects of parental a:ctions that constrain 



them, while parents see beyond the irnmediate effects to the goals of these actions (i-e., 

literacy or  intellectual development). This is an example of an underlying theme within 

these factors: immediate effects versus long-term goals. 

As shown by the example above, the therne of  "parent-child divergence," or the 

difference between a child's report and a parent's report of their habits, is intriguing 

(Kames &DYIllio, 1988; Larson & Richards, 1994; Smetana, 1989) . Parents seem to 

organize their behaviours in response to the i~~dividzral charac~er-istics of the child, such as 

motivation, and their goals for the child, such as getting good grades. Children seem to 

organize their reports about parental behaviours with regard to the constraints placed on 

them by parents. This is a subtle dBerence. Children seem to be more aware of the 

"practice" than of the gods of parental behaviours. Parents know the practice, but seem to 

produce responses that intimate the theones they have about parenting which guide their 

actions. That is, their goals for child-rearing behaviours are more apparent to them than to 

children. Though not conclusive, these ideas help delineate the divergences between 

parent and child perspectives, if we are allowed to take latent variables gleaned Eom a 

factor analysis as accurate portrayals of a "perspective". The following discussion 

compares each child factor to each parent factor, side by side. Divergences are slight, but 

make sense in light of this theme. 

Description and Cornparison of the Final Factors 

Naming the groups of items in a factor analysis is a challenge, especidly with many 

different kinds of issues like those involved in education. The activity is much like a 



qualitative analysis of interview data, requiring the researcher to encapsulate al l  the 

meanings of a set of questions or statements into a single label. The label chosen must be 

cornprehensive and tnie to the latent construct supposedly represented by the items. This 

section of the discussion seeks to explore the similarities and differences within the final 

factors across the three factor solutions, and to j u s t e  the narnes chosen for them. 

Particbation with Homework entails monitoring time spent on homework, keeping 

track of what needs to be done for homework, checking over completed homework, and 

helping with planning how to get homework finished. This is in keeping with a previous 

construct, 'parental surveiliance of homework', used to explore intnnsic and extrinsic 

motivation in a schooling context (Ginsburg & Bronstein, 1993). 

Chiid-Mother Factor - Participation with Homework: 
4 1. My c-motherl-> dways knows liow mucli time 1 spend on liomework, 
2 1. When I do homework, my c-motherl-> does not al1ow other things to inteflere with it. 
19. Most of the ûme, my <-motlier/-> looks at my schoolrvork. 
13. My C-motiierl-> always keeps track of wliat homework 1 have to do. 
44. My c-motherl-> helps me plan my time for getting my work done. 
153. My c-motiierl-> is very strict when it comes to schooIwork. (Press to Escel) 
47. My <-mother/-> makes me do my homework at a certain time. 
35. My <-motherl-> rarely helps me wïth scliool reports. (Rev.) (Loading < 3 0 )  

Cluld-Father Factor - Participation \vitli Homework: 
13. My c-Ifather-> always keeps track ofwhat homework 1 have to do. 
47. My <-/father-> makes me do my homework at a certain time. 
55. 1 do much better in school because of my <-Ifather's-> help. 
19. My <-/fatlier-> helps me plan my time for getting my work done. 
4 1. My <-Ifather-> always knows how much time I spend on homework. 
56. My <-/fatlier-> encourages me to use my ideas in school activities, 
38. My c-/fatlier-> tries to make me feei smart in my schoolwork. 
19. Most of the time, my <-/fatlier-> looks at my schoolwork. 
2 1. Wlien 1 do homework, my c-Ifather-> does not allow O ther tlrings to interfere with i t. 
35. My <-Ifather-> nrely helps me with scliool reports. (Rev.) 
59. My <-Ifather-> is still pleased, even if 1 do not make the top of the class. (Loading < -30) 



Parent Factor - Particiuation with Homework: 
19. Most of the tirne, 1 look at my child's schoolwork. 
30. 1 often help my child study before a test. 
13.1 aIways keep track of what homework my child has to do. 
42.1 do not check my cliild's homework before hdshe turns it in. (Rev.) 
55, My child does much better in school because of my help. 
35. 1 rarely heIp my child wïtli school reports. (Rev.) 
4 1.1 always know how much time my child spends on homework, 
* 18. 1 like to know what my child is studying in school, (Encouragement) 
49, 1 help my cluld plan his/Iier time for getting Iuslher work done- 

These three factors share £ive items (41, 19, 13,49, and 3 9 ,  that is, the items are 

common across al1 three factors, with a few more items being shared between two of 

them. The items which are not shared across these three perspectives still concern 

homework issues, so the differences do not warrant naming the entire factor something 

other than Participation with Homework. Amon% the differences between farnily members 

in Participation with Homework, children treat item 38 (concemed with malcing them feel 

smart) differently for mothers (Ch-M) and fathers (Ch-F). This item is in the chiid-mother 

factor of Encouragement. The parent solution also has this item in Encouragement. The 

same is true of item 56 (encouraging the ctiild's use of ideas) in the child-father's 

Participation with Homework: child-mother and parent solutions include this item with the 

factor, Encouragement of School Success. These variations ftom one solution to another 

are not large distinctions, and difEicult to draw meaninal differences fiorn. Only three 

parent items are not found in the child Participation factors, items 30, 42 and 18. For 

children, these items either barely achieve a significant loading (item 42) or are regrouped 

in Management of the Learning Environment (Ch-M) or Press for Literacy (Ch-F) (items 

30 and 18), nicely reflecting the chi1dYs view of practicd descriptions of parental behaviour 

and the parents' views about why they would heIp with tests, check homework, and keep 



track of what a child is studying in school. These items are necessary for parents to be 

good helpers and help the child achieve to full potentiai, so in their data they load within 

issues surrounding homework. The children, on the other hand, see these activities as they 

have repercussions on their own activities and fieedoms, like watching televisio~ having a 

good pIace to do homework, and being forced to read books. 

Press for Literacv has items conceming encouragement to read. This factor is very 

srna11 for recomrnended rules of factor analysis and could be elaborated. 

Child-Mother Factor - Press for Iiteracv: 
8. My <-mother/-> encourages me to read right before going to sleep. 
3. My <-mother/-> often tells me to spend some time reading. 
36. My c-mother/-> encourages me to read books. 

Child-Fatiier - Press for iiteracv: 
8. My <-/fatlier-> encourages me to read right before going to sleep. 
36. My <-/father-> encourages me to read books. 
3. My <-/father-> ofien tells me to spend some time reading. 
*J. My <-/fatlier-> supports me in the things 1 do in scliool- (Encouragement) 
18. My <-/fatlier-> likes to know wiiat 1 am studying in school. 
30. My <-/fatlier-> ofien lielps me study before a test. (Loading < -30) 

Parent Factor - Press for Iiteracv: 
8. 1 encourage rny clüld to read right before going to sleep. 
36.1 encourage rny cliild to r a d  books. 
3. 1 often tell my child to spend some time reading. 
64. We have lots of Iielpfùi books at home that mi- child c m  use for scliool work 

The intra-familial divergences are again slight in this factor. The child-for-father view 

of Press for Literacy loads one item on the Encouragement factor, too; one about support 

(item 4). It is possible that this !atent variable is more like Encouragement than it is like 

the other "Press" factor, Press to Excel. Rather than being a kind of pressure like that of 

Campbell's P I  (1994) factor labels, this press for literacy may be more like parental 

urging, suggesting or cajoling the child to read, rather than coercing or forcing him or her. 

More items would be needed to ascertain whether this nuance is correct. For instance, 



"My parents suggest things that I might like to read" could be cornpared with an item Like, 

"My parents make me read." Other likely items include, "My mother and 1 read together", 

"1 assign rny child a certain time for reading", "1 provide a variety of reading materials to 

my child such as magazines, manuals, and books" or "1 talk about things my child has been 

reading." 

Concems for Academic Motivation are concerns about the child's laziness or levels 

of effort, whether the child is achieving at hisher potential, and how satisfied the parents 

are with their child's grades. 

Child-Mother Factor - Concerns for academic motivation: 
54. My c-mother/-> does not feel 1 am doing my best in schooi. 
13- My <-mouler/-> is never satisfied with rny grades. 
5 1. My <-motiier/-> thinks 1 am Iazy when it comes to schoolwork. 
2. My <-mother/-> thinks 1 am srnarter than 1 think 1 am. 
*29, My <-motlier/-> wants me to mork harder at scliool. (Press to escel) 

Cluld-Fatlier Factor - Concerns for academic motivation: 
54, My c-Ifather-> does nor feel 1 am doing my best in scliool. 
51. My <-/fatlier-> tlunks 1 am l q  wlien it comes to schoolwork. 
*29. My <-Ifather-> wants me to work harder at school. (Press to Escel) 
*23. My <-/fatlier-> tries to make me feel confident in mjf schoolwork. (Encouragement) 
2. My <-Ifather-> thinks 1 am smarter than 1 think 1 am. 

Parent Factor - Concerns for academic motivation: 
53. 1 do not feel my chiId is doing his/her best in scliool. 
5 1, 1 think my chiId is l a q  wlien it comes to sclioolwork. 
29. 1 want my child to work harder at school. 
14. 1 am never satisfied with my child's grades. 
2. 1 think my clüld is smarter than he/she thinks. 
5. 1 am not very patient when it comes to rny cluld's education. (Rev.)(Negative)(Loading < 3 0 )  

Again, intra-familial agreement is quite good for this factor. The child for father 

solution does not contain item 14, which is atout being satisfied with the child's grades. 

This item, instead, loads negatively on the Encouragement factor, suggesting that the 

children perceive a 'discouragement', rather than encouragement fiom fathers when it 



comes to discussions of grades. It is possible that in some families, due to dïerent 

divisions of responsibility, when a second parent who may not be the prime source of 

acadernic help, is brought into the issue, it is a much more senous issue, making the 

distinction in children's perceptions of father's item 24, discouragement, more 

understandable. In the child solutions, some complex items, items 29 and 23, show that 

chddren may infer diEerent notions about their parents' concerns with these items about 

workins harder and confidence-building. Perhaps parents are responding to children 

differentially according to their varying Ievels of ability; sorne children are not working 

because of motivation problems, while others may be not working due to confidence 

problems. These items do not differentiate these issues, probably increasing the variance 

within responses to them, rendering them more complex. In cornparison, the parent factor 

is not complex. Perhaps this is due to a clearer understanding of their own concems. 

These possibilities could be confounded with the child's level of motivation, which could 

alter perceptions of parental activities. 

Press to Excel includes items about levels of expectations, punishments or 

restrictions for poor grades, levying guilt for poor performance, pushing the child to be the 

best in the class, and being strict when it comes to schoolwork. 

Clrild-Mofiier Factor - Press to escel: 
57. My c-rnother/-> espects a Iot from me in scliool. 
31.  My c-motllerl-> punishes me if 1 do poorly in school. 
62. II my grades are not good enougli. my <-motlier/-> will restrict my free time, 
60. My c-mother/-> tries to make me feel guilty wlien I do poorly in school. 
*53. My <-motlier/-> is very strict when it comes to schoolwork. (Participation) 
5. My <-rnother/-> isnot very patient when it comes to my education. (Rev.) (Neg.) 
*29. My <-motlier/-> wn t s  me to work Iiarder at school. (Concerns) 
59. My c-rnotherl-> is still pleased, even if 1 do not make die top of the class. 
9. My <-motlier/-> does not push me to be the best in the class. (Rev.) 



Cliild-Fatlier Factor - Press to escel: 
33. My <-/father-> punishes me XI do poorly in school- 
62. if my grades are not gwd enough. my <-/father-> will restrict my free tirne. 
*29. My c-/father-> wants me to work harder at schooI, (Concems) 
57. My <-/father-> expects a Iot fiom me in schoo1. 
53. My <-/father-> is very strict when it cornes to schoolwork. 
60. My <-/father-> tries to make me feel guilty when 1 do poorly in schwL 
5 ,  My <-/father-> is not very patient wlien it cornes to my education. (Rev.) (Negative loading) 
Parent Factor - Press to Escel: 
60.  1 try to rnake my child feel guilty when hdshe does pooriy in scliool. 
34. 1 punish my child if he/she does poorly in school- 
*57.1 espect a lot fiom rny chiid in school. (Encouragement) 
62. Lfmy chiIdYs grades are not good enough, 1 d l  restrict his/her free tirne. 
59. 1 am still pIeased, even if m y  cluld does not make the top of Uie class. (Loading -= -30) 
9. 1 do nor pus11 my child to be the best in the class. (Rev.) (Loading c -30) 

This latent variable is fairly consistent across family members, too. The child for 

mother solution has two non-significant items which are not in the child for father 

solution, items 59 and 9, about making the top of the class and being pushed to be the best 

in the class. Neither item achieves significance in the parent solution, either. The parent 

factor excludes items 53 and 5 about strictness and patience. The strictness item is found 

in Rules for Homework and the patience item is in Concerns for Acadernic Motivation, but 

does not achieve sia@ficance. On the whole, these slight daerences are difficult to draw 

rneanin,gfül conclusions fiom at this stage of research, warranting the similar naming of 

these factors. 

Encouragement of School Success includes items about trying to make the child feel 

smart, use ideas, feel confident, supported and able to count on parents for help. Ginsburs 

and Bronstein (1993) used a variable called "Encouragementy7 in a study of motivation, but 

it was negatively associated with achievement. Closer examination by Ginsburg and 

Bronstein showed a U-shaped distribution of scores on these variables, suggesting that 

parents of high achievers and low achievers use encouragement more frequently. 



Child-Mother Factor - Encoura~ement of school success: 
IO. My <-motlier/-> helps me wiih schoolwork that 1 do not understand. 
33- My <-mothed-> likes me to come to her/him for help ~ 4 t h  homework. 
*23- My <-motlier/-> tries to make me feei confident in my schoolwork. (Concerns) 
55. 1 do mucti better in scliool because of my "motlier's/-> help. 
4. My <-mother/-> supports me in the üüngs 1 do in school. 
56- My <-mother/-> encourages me to use my ideas in school activities. 
38- My c-mother/-> tries to make me feeI smart in my schoolwork, (Loading c -30) 
50, My <-motlier/-> does nor mind if 1 need to stay after school to work on schoolw~rk. (Load<'iO) 
42. My c-mother/-> does nor check my homework before 1 turn it in. (Rev.) (Loading < -30) 

Child-Father Factor - Encouragement of school success: 
10. My <-/father-> helps me wïth schoolwork that 1 do not understand- 
50. My <-/father-> does not mind if 1 need to stay f i e r  school to work on sclioolwork. 
33. My <-/father-> Iikes me to come to her/him for heIp with liomework. 
*23. My <-mother/-> tries to make me feel confident in my schoolwork. (Concerns) 
*4. My <-/father-> supports me in the things 1 do in school. (Press for Literacy) 
14. My <-/father-> is never satisfied with my grades. (Negative Ioading) 
42. My <-/famer-> does not check my homework before I turn it in. (Rev. ) 

Parent Factor - Encouragement of school success: 
56. 1 encourage mjr cliild to use hisher ideas in school activities. 
23. I try to rnake rny child feel confident in lÙs/her schoolwork. 
50. I do no[ mind if my chiId needs to stay after scliool to work on schoolwork. 
*57, I eqect  a lot from my child in school. (Press to Escel) 
38. 1 try to make my clùld feel smart in hisher schoolwork. 
10. 1 hefp my child wvith sclioolwvork that hdshe does not understand- 
4- 1 support my child in the things Wshe does in school. 
* 18. 1 Iike to know what rny child is studying in scliool. (Participation) 
33. 1 like my cluld to come to me for help with liomework, 
30. 1 set rules on the kinds of T.V. shows my child cm watcli. 

This factor has a high degree of overlap arnong family members also. Among the 

exceptions, the child for mother solution includes items 55, 56 and 38, while the child for 

father solution does not. Since the child for father solution includes these items in 

Participation with Hornework, they may indicate a difference in the kinds of participation 

which parents engage in during homework time. Indeed, different content areas rnay be 

divided between parents because of persona1 preference and ski11 with different subjects 

that the child may need help with. The Encouragement and Participation factors seem 

quite similar with regard to parental intentions. Encouragement seems to include more 

global items, less tied to actual homework activity and more to the general provision of 



support for surmounting diiculties. The parent factor only lacks items 55 and 42. Parents 

seem to include them in Participation with Homework, possibly indicating a difference in 

the kinds of 'help' a parent and a child think of when they read these items and respond. 

Future iterations of this item set should include more specific types of 'help' to help this 

interpretation. 

Management of the Learning; Environment, the last child factor, includes the items 

about the amount and kinds of television viewing allowed, the provision of helpfùI books 

and a place to do hcmework, the parents' Like/dislike of knowing what the child is 

studyuig in school and the provision of help studying for a test. This is consistent with 

previous studies, which found that tirne management was an important parental strategy 

for increasing school success (Campbell & Mandel, 1990; Keith, et al., 1986; Smith, 

Child-Mother - Management of the learninn environrnent: 
20- My <-mother/-> decides how mucli T.V. 1 can watch on scbool days. 
40. My c-mother/-> sets niles on the kinds of T.V. shows I can watch. 
61- We have lots of helpfïd books at home that 1 can use for scliool work. 
63.  I have a good place to do homework at our house, 
18- My c-mother/-> Iikes to know wliat I am studying in schoot. 
30- My c-mother/-> often lielps me study before a test. 

Child-Fatlier Factor - Management of the leamine; environment: 
'63. 1 have a good pIace to do liomework at  our house. (Encouragement) 
20. My <-/father-> decides how much T.V. 1 can \vatch on scliool days- 
40. My <-/father-> sets rules on the kinds of T.V. sliows 1 can watcli. 
64. We lime lots of IielpM books at home that 1 can use for school work. 
9.  My <-/fatlier-> does not pusli me to be the best in the class. (Rev.) (Loading < -30) 

This factor is not reflected clearly in the parent solution. Child solutions have 

grouped both television items together with the item about a having a place to do 

homework, the provision of books, their parents' questioning about what they are 



studying, and their help before a test. The parent solution separates the two television 

items, one about amount viewed and the other about the k d s  of shows viewed. This is 

another example of children viewing parental actions according to the imrnediate 

constraints on their behaviour, rather than the parents' intentions or goals for them. These 

items could imply boundaries placed around children's academics: only certain arnounts 

and kinds of television are allowed, educational supplies are provided in a certain place, 

and mother takes time to focus on studying. Parents seem to group such boundaries with 

other types of supports that they provide for education. Again, this is a slight clifference 

which will need hrther exploration. These items could be expanded. For instance, "1 set 

rules about when my child can watch tele~ision'~, "1 allow my child to do homework in 

front of the television", or "1 set rules about playing music while my child is doing 

schoolwork". 

Rules for Homework, the parental factor, includes items about s special time to do 

homework, strictness, limiting possible interferences to homework, provision of a place to 

do homework, and the amount of television ailowed. 

Parent Factor - Rules for homeivork: 
47. 1 make my c l ~ l d  do ICs/her homework at a certain time, 
53. 1 am very strict when it cornes to schooIwork. 
21. When my child does homework. 1 do not allow other tiiings to interfere nith it, 
*63. My cluld has a good place to do hornework at our Iiouse. (Encouragement of schooI success) 
20. 1 decide Liow niucli T.V. my cluld c m  watch on scliool days. 

This final factor is a combination of items fiom the children's factors of 

Participation, Press to Excel, and Management of the Learning Environment. Although 

quite small for general rules of factor analysis, this factor seems coherent. It deals with 



items about firm rules and the provision of a place to achieve the goals of those rules. This 

may be another exarnple of parents viewing their behaviours through a more precise 

understanding than is evident in the children's responses. 

In sumrnary, these factors appear fairly consistent across family members and the 

differences are slight enough to allow them to be narned simiiarly, even though they are 

not exactly the same item sets. The slight differences that have been mentioned do not lend 

themselves to strong reservations about these labels for these factors. Based on the strong 

similarities visible across family member perspectives in these factors, it seerns reasonable 

to name ail but the last two factors with the same respective labels across chdd and parent 

solutions. If these factors are then comparable, the next question concems the 

cornparisons across these solutions. How are these factors associated with one another? 

For the final 38-item solutions for parents and children, factor score correlations 

were al1 low to moderate, indicating that distinct constructs were found by the factoring 

procedure. For parents, higher Participation with Homework was associated with higher 

Press for Literacy, Encouragement of School Success, and Rules for Homework. A high 

Press for Literacy was correlated with higher Encouragement of School Success, and 

Rules for Homework. As would be expected fiom these sirnilar relationsbips with 

homework participation, Encouragement of School Success and Rules for Homework 

were positively related (r = -26). The largest negative association between two parent 

factors was = -. 13, between Encouragement and Concerns. This seems to indicate that 

parents with concerns about their child's motivation are encouragïng less. 



Among the child factors, hi& levels of Participation with Homework were 

associated with higher levels of Press for Literacy and higher levels of Encouragement of 

School Success. High levels of Press to Excel were associated with higher Concerns for 

Academic Motivation, sirnilar to parent factors. Pressures and concems seem similar to 

children, probably because they feel pressured to perform by their parent's critiques of 

their working habits. Interestingly, this association was higher for children than for 

parents. This may be due to the parents answering in socially desirable ways, or to a real 

dserence in how a child perceives a parent's pressure. 

A high Management of the L e h g  Environment score was associated with higher 

Press for Literacy and Encouragement of School Success. Management of the Leaming 

Environment was the child factor not replicated in the parent solution. However, it is 

theoretically similar to the unreff ected parental factor, Rules for Homework, and both of 

these factors are positively associated with their respective Encouragement of School 

Success factor. Children seem to associate the pressure to read books in the same way 

they see other environment-management issues like television viewing d e s  and having a 

place to do homework- 

These weak to moderate associations between factors show a uniqueness to the 

factors which supports their construct validity. Due to the narrowness of this topic within 

parent& behaviours, some correlation between factors was expected. 

Intra-Familial Divergences 

Correlations between items on chiid and parent forms were mostly low to moderate: 

no single correlation exceeded = -70. The intra-familial correlations for each item 



(mother, father, and child for mother, child for father) were also moderate. Consistently, 

the highest correlations were between child for mother and child for father data, typically 

r = -75 to 1 = -90. The next highest correlations were between parents. Children's and - 

mothers' data were slightly lower correlations, though still in the moderate range. The 

lowest correlations were between children and fathers, but these were still significantly 

correlated. This hierarchy of correlation within the family is predicted by previous theory 

about familid perspectives. Children may view parental behaviours in a corporate light 

(assuming that the dual-parent reporting format in this study did not actually create an 

inflated correlation here, as discussed below). However, parents have more distinctions 

between themselves than children report, and possibly are aware of. Children and parents 

view family behaviours differently, either because of age or different sdient attentions. 

This is consistent with previous findings of parent-child perceptual divergences (cf Demo, 

SrnaIl& Savin-Williams, 1987; Gecas & Schwalbe, 1986; Paikoff & Collins, 1991; 

Whitbeck & Gecas, 1988). 

Whose view is the best? In pilot test regressions of factor scores on self-reported 

grades, parents' view accounted for the most variance, especially their concerns about 

child motivation. Child's view of mother cornes in second, and child's view of father is 

Iast, with regard to ability to account for variance. The high correlation of children's views 

of their parents may be an artifact of habitua1 responding by the children. This means that 

the child-for-father data will not add anything unique to the regression, beyond the child- 

for-mother data. It will be interesting to explore gender differences in profiles of family 

school-focussed habits with fbture research using this item set. 



Due to the high correlations between child for mother and child for father responses, 

it may be less hitful, without very specifx research needs, to offer both parental response 

queries to child participants. The added answering-load may be daunting to a student in 

the early grades, and avoiding subject fatigue is worthwhile. Many of the sixth graders in 

this study exhaled huge sighs of disbelief when they turned their FSM forms over to 

discover more items on the back page. Of course, the revised FSM has only 38 items, but 

having two columns for parents obviously doubles the responding requirernents. Using 

negatively worded items may also have added to subject fatigue, as these items require 

careful thought to answer on an agreemeddisagreement scale. 

In addition to subject fatigue concerns, this high inter-parent correlation pattern may 

indicate some habitua1 answenng by children. Children may also be trying to keep the 

answers fairly balanced between their reports of parents, not wanting one parent to =et a 

Iower score. Future tests of these items should include a repeated measures procedure 

with chiIdren, once for mother and a separate time for father, to ascertain whether these 

highfy correlated views are reliable or whether they come fiom the format of the dual- 

column FSM. Possibly, children see parents synonymously with regard to these kinds of 

issues because so many of the items ask about everyday activities which either parent may 

perfi~rm. Possibly, dxerences that parents perceive x e  due to more persona1 information 

about goals and expectations which are harder for children to notice. 

This issue of what is noticed and what is not noticed of the behaviours in question is 

an important cause of divergences on this kind of reporting instrument. Parents have 

intimate information about their own attitudes and ideas surrounding their children's 



schooling. Children only have the information available to them in the parental behaviours 

that they witness and pay attention to. This discrepancy should always produce slight 

divergences within family reports of behaviour. Add to that the socially desirable 

responding which rnay add additional error to both parent and child responding, and it 

seems interesting that patterns are visible at all. 

The items which produced gender differences were not surpnsing, suggesting a 

tendency of boys in these grade levels to be less academically engaged than the girls, 

producing higher Ievels of prornoting activities fiom parents. Staying Iate after school was 

predictably less likeIy to be agreed upon by parents if their child was a girl. This may 

reflect greater parental womes about societal threats to young women. 

A few items figure prominently in the social class dserences. The items dealing with 

pushing children to be the best in the class, liking to know what the child is studying, 

expectations for attending university, rules about the kinds of television shows watched, 

and encouragement to use ideas in school activities al1 produced responses that were 

higher in the upper-class half of the sarnple fiom at least two perspectives within the 

family. These rnay reflect an upper-class concern for achievement or greater expectations 

in farnilies with more economic resources. 

Limitations and Recomrnendations for Future Studies 

The strongest validation of these items will come with a study which can pair farnily 

responses on the FSM with observations by an outside observer. Until then, fùrther 

validation will require comparisons with sirniIar instruments. Likely candidates include the 

original PI and PPBI, fiom which most of the FSM is formed. The acadernic-orientatior, 



subscale of the CRPBI (Schaefer, 1965) may be usefùl. Krohne's Chiidrearing Practices 

Inventory (1990), which has a factor of 'support', rnay also be helpful. Discriminant 

vaiidity may be ascertained by cornparhg scores on the FSM to scores on measures of 

parenting styles, warmt h, contro 1, and other parental characteristics. Exploring the 

associations of these factors with other school outcornes, such as liking school or social 

activity, may aiso be interesting. 

Some of the factors have unusually small numbers of items. Guadagnoli and Velicer 

(1988) suggest that for small sample sizes (N = 150 - 200) and low saturation levels (-40 

or less), the more items in the solution, the better. If saturation levels reach -60, then fewer 

items (< 8) are acceptable for interpretation. The decision to include a 3-item factor, Press 

for Literacy, stretches this rule, but such a factor is so usefùl for this topic and so strongly 

predicted by theory that the statistical conservatism warranted for this less interpretable 

factor is overshadowed. Future forms of the FSM should include more literacy items to 

ascertain whether this factor can be more precisely operationaiiied. 

In relation to literacy, the television items could also be expanded. Having only two 

items deaIing with television viewing habits, the factor analyses often produced a factor 

with just those two items under various extraction constraints. These anomalous two-item 

factors were deemed unacceptable in a final solution; however, they warrant further 

thought. It is possible that in modem North American culture, a family's television 

viewing habits are worth more exploration in regards to school achievement than the 

current version of the FSM allows. Future iterations should include more items about 

television-viewing habits, given the intriguing strength of the two present T.V. items. 



More items dealing with cultural activities like museum visits or special f a d y  outings are 

also indicated. 

Participation rates were lower than anticipated, possibly due to accessing an over- 

researched group of schools. Future researchers should consider reaching populations 

farther away from a university. Additionally, the sampled school district was in the process 

of amalgamating two formerly adjacent districts. This led to many months of re- 

organization, so extra activities, like promoting research, would not have been a high 

priority for teachers. Another reasun for lowered participation may relate to the method of 

sending the actual parent form of the rneasure with the consent forms and information 

sheets. A parent rnay have good intentions for completing the form, but since they have 

the measure right there to plan when they will complete it, such a task is likely to be put 

off until a fiee moment. Such fiee moments in many parents' lives never seem to corne. 

Consequently, many copies of this scale may still be on some parent 'to-do' lists- 

Additionally, because the questions are available for reading before consent is given, it is 

possible that a parent could dislike the study or the invasion of privacy, especially with 

some items like, "1 rarely help my child with school reports," and "1 think my child is iazy 

when it cornes to schoolwork-" Past studies in this school district which had higher 

response rates solicited consent fiom parents before the instruments were given ta them. 

Since there were likely fewer reasons to object, it was easier to consent to participate. A 

£èw written cornments in the margins of some parent forms indicate a dislike of some 

items. For the few who chose to comment, there may be many others who just did not 

respond. 



This also suggests the possibility o f  a self-selection of parents who are particularly 

open and proud of their children's school success and their own school-focussed parenting 

habits5. A brief examination of the grades supports this self-selection bias: no student 

reported a failing grade. Accessing lower achieving populations to compare to the factor 

structures found in the higher achieving populations in this study is important for fùture 

studies of these items. 

The high correlation between children's scores for their parents needs attention- 

Having them answer for both parents on the same form may have led to this hi& 

Examination of the two diffèrent orders of presenting the items produced 
unexpected results. The items on the £irst halfof the scale seem to get higher scores than 
the last haIf, even though the exact same items were presented in counter-balanced order 
on the two forms. The items with the greatest order-discrepancy were in the final parental 
factor called Press to Excel. This interesting difference due to ordering of items suggests 
that the parents answer slightly less strinsently, that is, they go easier on the child, if they 
have first answered the rnajority of the items on the questionnaire which are pnmady 
parental behaviours and attitudes. Perhaps the suggestions of things to do and be as a 
parent given by the items in the FSM lessens a parent's willingness to harshly judge their 
child's traits which may be hindering their academic success. This would not have been 
evident if the FSM ordering of items had been more assiduously randomized. If parents 
are given a chance to think about the range of h i l y  activities that affect school success, 
their perceptions and responses about their children may be changed. The FSM rnight 
promote a reflexivity, common enough to  the measurement process, which tempers the 
parental view of child academic behaviours aEd personal traits such as Iaziness, effon, 
motivation, and ability. The child data tend toward this pattern. Like parents, children's 
responses are higher on the first half of the f o m  than on the last half, regardless of which 
counter-balanced form they used. This form-eEect may also explain why a couple of item 
distributions were approaching bi-modaliîy. Future forms of the FSM will be shorter, 
Iimiting this kind of reflexivity-effect of order and a controlled method of randornization of 
items should be used to restrict this unfortunate source of measurement error. This effect 
increased the variability in the data used for these factor analyses. However, such forms of 
error make it more difficult to find stable factors, not less difficult, making the factor 
solutions reported herein even more convincing. If these factors are evident despite an 
instrument which introduces error into the data, they rnay be more robust than their factor 
loadings appear. 



correlation. Future studies of these items should include a group of children who respond 

at different times, once for one parent and later for the other, to ascertain whether the 

dual-parent form of the instrument infiates the correlation between parents. 

Another weakness in this item set was the extreme skewness of the distributions of 

responses produced by these items. Nearly al1 of the items were skewed. This may be due 

to the self-selected nature of the respondents, mostly high-achievins students. Possibly, 

this may reflect a socially desirable response pattern for these kinds of issues, especially 

for parents, in liçht of the lowest correlations being between children and parents. 

Children are less likely to want to respond in socially desirable ways in this study because 

most of the items are about parental behaviour, not their own behaviour. However, some 

socialiy desirable responding is aIso expected in child f o m s  of the FSM. Also, some early 

adolescents may respond anti-socially, using the FSM as a means of expressing 

condemnation of their parents' rules, which can feel overly constraining during 

adolescence, normally a time to express autonomy Born the farnily. In many studies, a 

skewness statistic over 1 is sufficient to delete the variable, but in this exploratory study, 

following that dictum would have caused an unacceptable amount of data to be wasted. It 

is not surprising, given a study within a single region, that some parental activities and 

attitudes will be  skewed. These items could represent a parenting practice which is so 

accepted and widespread within that area that virtually al1 the parents sampled engage in 

them. They are not bad items, but rather, prototypical. For this reason, a Iiberal amount of 

skewness was allowed in this study. Seven items of the original 64 items exceeded the 

skewness cut-off points either in the parents' responses o r  the children's. Even deleting 



the items with a skew exceeding Z produced interpretable factors similar to  the final six- 

factor solutions, but maximizing the number of items witiiout deleting all of the 

prototypical parental activities was theoretically useful at this stage in the development of 

the FSM. These few prototypical items may be the most usefùl indicators in extremely 

impoverished or pathological family situations that this measure rnay be used to study in 

the future. This sarnple is fi111 of highly motivated families willing to volunteer their time 

with children already receiving generally high grades in school, so generalizins their 

responses to the entire population is questionable. 

Conclusion 

Despite some limitations, this study has made significant steps toward validating a 

useh1 instrument for the exploration of parental factors affecthg school outcomes. As fzr 

as producing a measure ready for use in making strong decisions, this study Iacked the 

necessary concomitant convergent rneasures and had an unfortunately small number of 

participants. Future validation studies are still required before strong decisions can be 

made about and with the FSM. This study's additional description of the modest 

divergences that can occur within family perceptions only partially supports previous 

clairns of the prirnacy of perception, because asking children to provide information about 

their mothers' behaviour only slightly improved statistical predictions of grades made with 

only parent reports. Children's information about their fathers was even less useful. With 

carehl mention of such difficulties, the overall goal of producing a small set of items with 

as many usefiil factors as possible, comparable across mothers, fathers, and children, was 

accomplished. The minor dEerences between factors produced by child data and factors 



liom parent data confirm the usefulness of examining school-focussed behaviours with 

multiple family reports. Future researchers will now be able to explore the relationships 

between family members' perceptions of parental school-focussed behaviours. The revised 

FSM comprises six factors fiom 38 items which can offer descriptive and predictive 

information to researchers, and eventually, to parents interested in facilitating children's 

achievement. The initial results of these factor analyses have helped enlighten the current 

theories of parent-child, school-focussed interactions by providing fürther empirical 

support to their constructions. 
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Item pool (148 items) 

Parent Characteristics: 
My parents read a lot. 
My parents like to l e m  new things. 
My parents liked school when they were kids. 
My parents made reaily good grades when they were in school. 
Education is very important to my parents. 
My parents think kids need some fkee time. 

Child C haracteristics: 
I really like school. 
1 do very weil in school. 
I c m  do most things in school weil. 
I do not have rnany problems in school. 
1 like to read. 
1 would be doing poorly in school if my parents didn't help me. 
1 ask my parents for help with my schoolwork almost every day. 
1 would like to watch more T.V. than 1 do. 
1 can do well in school even without rny parents' help. 
My parents don? bother much with rny schoolwork. 
My parents only get involved in my schooiing when they have to. 
My parents do not need to help me much with my schoolwork: 1 do pretty 

well on my own. 
My parents trust me to do my best in school. 
My parents don? need to keep track of rny schoolwork. 
1 usually need my parents to remind me to do my homework. 
1 try reaHy hard to get the best grades in the class. 

Encouracement: 
My parents are pleased if 1 just do rny best. 
My parents praise me for trying, even if 1 do not succeed. 
My parents support me in the things 1 do. 
My parents encourage me to use my ideas. 
My parents make me feel confident in my schoolwork. 
My parents make me feel smart. 
My parents encourage me when I am unconfident. 
My parents make me feel better if I do poorly in school. 

Reading: 
My parents Like me to read something every day. 
My parents take me to the library. 
My parents help me choose books to read. 



Physical Support: 
My parents get me whatever 1 need for school, 
1 have a good place to do hornework at my house. 

Helpino; with Schoolwork: 
My parents look over my homework, 
Most of the time my parents look at my schoolwork. 
My parents help me with my school reports- 
My parents help me study before a test. 
My parents help me with my school work ifthere is something 1 don't 

understand. 
1 c m  count on my parents to help me out if 1 have some kind of problem. 
1 c m  ask for help any tirne. 
L M ~  parents give me advice about how to do welI in school. 
My parents will oRen do a part of my homework for me. 
My parents teach me trïcks for rernembering things in school. 
My parents teach me shortcuts for doing math problems. 
My parents help me solve any problems 1 have in school. 
When 1 get a poor grade, my parents oEer to help me. 
1 can do my homework whenever 1 want to as long as it gets done. 
My parents let me manage my own time, as long as 1 am doing well. 
My parents let me do whatever 1 want to do, as long as 1 am doing well. 
I can talk my parents into bending their rules sometimes. 
My parents stretch their rules for me sometimes. 
My parents never let me bend their rules. 

Television: 
My parent restricts my T.V. time if1 watch too much. 
1 c m  watch as much T.V. as 1 want to watch. 
My parent decides how much T.V. 1 can watch. 
My parent sets mIes on the kinds of T.V. shows 1 can watch. 

Monitoring Proqress: 
My parents care a lot about my education. 
My parents take a big interest in rny schoolwork. 
My parents like to talk about my schoolwork. 
My parents Iike to know about my schoolwork. 
My parents know very little about what 1 do in school. 
My parents have been very involved in my education. 
My parents know what my best subjects are. 
My parents know what 1 am learning in math- 
My parents know what I am learning in reading. 
My parents know what 1 am studying in schooI. 



Monitoring; T h e :  
My parents are very strict when it comes to homework. 
My parents know how much time 1 spend on hornework. 
My parents keep track of what homework I have to do. 
When 1 am doing my homework, my parents do not allow other things to 

interfere with it. 
My parents remind me to do my homework- 
My parents make me do my homework at a certain tirne. 
My parents help me plan my time when it comes to getting work done. 
My parents know when my school projects are due. 
My parents help me rernember school assi,anments. 
My parents force me to read books. 
My parents restrict my ftee time ifmy grades are not good enough. 

Concern: 
My parent pressures me too much with homework. 
My parent does not feel I'm doing my best in school. 
My parent is never pleased with my marks. 
My parent thinks 1 could do better in schooi. 
My parent is very upset if 1 get a poor grade. 
When 1 get a poor grade, 1 am grounded. 
When I get a good grade, my parents tell me that 1 should do even better. 
When 1 get a good grade, my parents tell me that rny other grades should 
be better. 
My parents get angry i f I  get a poor grade. 
My parents push me to be the best in the ciass. 
My parents promise me rewards if1 get good grades. 
My parent is very upset if 1 do not make the top of the class. 
My parent is only pleased when 1 get 100% on a test. 
My parents make me feel worse when 1 do poorry in school. 
My parents want me to work harder at school. 
When 1 leave school my parents will want me to continue with my studies. 
My parents think that I can do well at school. 
My parents REALLY want me to go to university. 
My parents know what they want me to be when 1 grow up. 

Attitudes: 
1 know how much t.v. my child watches. 
My parents know how much t.v. 1 watch. 

My parents usually know what 1: am doing. 
1 usually know what my child is doing. 

My parents know what 1 do in school. 



1 know what rny child does in school. 

My parents know how much time I spend on homework. 
1 know how much time my chifd spends on homework. 

If 1 wanted to, 1 could do better in school. 
My parents think I could do better in school. 
My child could do better in school. 
My child does not think they could do better in school. 

1 am very smart when it cornes to school. 
My parents think I am very smart when it cornes to school. 
My child is very smart when it comes to school. 
My child thinks they are very smart when it comes to school. 

1 think my grades are good enough. 
My parents tbhk rny grades are good enough- 
My child's grades are good enough. 
My child thinks his or her grades are good enough. 

My parents are satisfied with my grades. 
1 am satisfied with my child's grades. 
I am satisfied with my grades. 
My child is satisfied with their grades. 

I know how my parents feel about school. 
My parents know how 1 feel about school. 
1 know how my child feels about school. 
My child knows how 1 feel about their schooling. 

1 liked school when 1 was a child- 
My child knows how much 1 liked (or disliked) school as a child. 
My parents liked school when they were kids. 
My parents know how much 1 like (or dislike) school. 
1 like school. 

1 want to go to university. 
My parents want me to go to university. 
My child wants to go to university. 
1 want rny child to go to university. 

I like going to my parent for help with homework. 
1 like my child to come to me for help with homework. 
My parents like me to come to them for help with Fomework. 



My child likes to corne to me for help with homework. 

My parents are strict when it cornes to school. 
I am strict when it cornes to school. 
My child thinks I am strict when 1 comes to school. 
My parents think they are strict when it cornes to school. 

1 am a big help when it comes to school- 
My parent is a big help when it comes to school. 
My child thinks 1 am a big help when it comes to school. 
My parent thinks they are a big help when it comes to school. 

1 am very involved in my child's education. 
My parent is very involved in my education. 
I care a lot about my education. 
My parent knows how much 1 care about my education. 
My child cares a lot about hisher education. 
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Dear Parents / Guardians, 

Your child's school has 
agreed to contribute to a research 
project aimed at heipingparents 
help children reach their full potential in school. Especially in today's world, parents play a 
large role in supporting children as they work through their educations. This project is 
designed to develop a questionnaire that will help researchers examine basic family 
activities that contribute to school success. 1 am interested in the kinds of things parents 
do that help or hinder children as they ensage their schoolwork. How does a family 
support a student? Do parental habits af3ect children's grades? Many questions like these 
remain open to educational psychologists such as rnyself. 1 would iike to ask for your 
farnily's participation in this project. Just a few minutes of your time d l  provide me with 
some of the information 1 need to promote and aid research in this important area. 

This study has been crpproved by the Research Li~~isotz Cornmiltee of the Upper 
Grmd Districf School Board and wdl be carried out in accordance with the University of 
Guelph's ethical standards for research and the Municipal Freedom of Information and 
Protection of Pnvacy Act 15 15-6. All i~jorn~atîon will be sfrîctiy confidentid and 
participants will not be identiiied individually. Al1 participation is completeIy voluntary and 
may be withdrawn at any time for any reason. 

1 have enclosed an irfomation sheet about the research, ape~missior~ forn~ and 
the actud questiormaires for-pcrrer~ts/grcnrdia~~s to complete. Your responses to this 
questionnaire and the permission fonns, retumed in the postage-pid erlvelope, will then 
allow me to collect your child's responses to sirnilar questions at a later date, during their 
school day. 

For those who are curious, 1 am undertaking this work as a thesis for my doctoral 
degree. In the past, 1 have studied child development, perception, leaming disabilities, and 
siftedness. 1 find trying to understand the variety and complexity of families a challenging 
and practical task. L V ~  hope for this study is to increase Our knowledge of the ways we 
learn and to provide parents with eiFective strategies for supporting their children in 
school. 

If you have any questions, please caII! 1 look forward to any contact we may have 
in the füture, and let me thank you for your kind attention. I appreciate the gift of your 
time: thank you. 

S incerely, 
Jonathan Midgett, M.Ed. 
University of Guelph 
(519) 824-4120 ext.8389 



THE FAMILY SUPPORT STUDY: 
H elping Parents H elp C hildren 

PROJECT INFORMATIONFOR PARENTS: 

We uould iike to learn m r e  about how parents and children deal Wrth the &y-to-day 
ativities, issues and chdenges that affect children's experiences in çchool Researchers have used 
severai questionnaires in the past to masue these issues, but these qiiestionnaires have som 
linitations. ?bis research airns to create a m r e  usefil and reliable hnirrient to m u r e  the 
interactions betwen parenis and chikiren as they progres through school. Ultimitely, this wiil 
help s c h l  pychologists, teachers, principals, and parenis better help d e n t s  reach theÏr full 
potential m çchool . . . To ch ~his, rve rvorrld like pur klp. 

The questions ask about generai family aîtitudes, habits, demgraphics, and pretèrences. 
S o m  questions ask about the w y  you and your child handie hommrk, grades, and other 
activities such as television viewing and readnig- A féw questions deal 14th your expectations 
about your child's scbolinp Obiers ask about your inwlverrivnt in educationai activities. 

We have mde  two f o m  of this questionnaire: one for PARENTS (Guardians) and 
another for STUDENTS (mt included here). These tm foms ask the sam qtstions, but are re- 
wrded to include the appropriate perspective of hrr iever  is a m r i n g  T m  c- 

to aUow h o t h  to r- If -t av&dk+ 
O a Once you give you permission, the student's 

qri-stionnaïre will then be given to your c h u  at a t i m  mnvenient to their teacher during their 
s c b l  &y* 

The questions are easy and u s d y  interesting to p-errts. Answenng aü of them irsually 
takes abolir 5-1 5 ntimrfes, dependmg on the person You do not need to answr the item aIL in 



one si-. You can take as m y  breaks as you like. If you choose to participate, we would k e  
you to mail them badc within one or two weeks. 

How Will This Be Collecte8 

You will return the completed parent qwstionnaires and the permission f o m  m the 
accomparrying psrage-pid enveIope. Once we have your answers and your permission to 
proceed, your child will coqlete th& questionmire in school at a time convenient to their 
teacher. Participation is completely vohintaryhintary 

Your Privacv 1s Important. 

We are oniy concerneci about the general ulays that people deal with these issues. The 
answers you provide wiU be kept mmpletely cmzdentraII Our coding systern for talm 
resporises prcserves the primcy of each f'amily- The researckrs scoring the questionriaies will 
never know the names of the participating Eimilies. No responses will ever be reported 
individuai& or with any identahg ir$omtion No pemn other than the principal researchers 
wili ever use thk information 

You Cm Stop At Anv Tm. 

For a n .  reason, you m y  withdraw your firdy f?om the study even after you frave given 
permission. Ako, you may choose not to answer an item on the questionriaire: just leave it bhnk. 
We value your participation, but do not wartt to d e  anyone fèel uncordortable. If you &el you 
need to withdraw fiomthe stidy, please do so, ANY tirrie. 

Will You Be Informed OfThe Results Of This Studq 

Due to the large number of participants, we d l  be unable to prcvide personal feedback to 
you Ifyou contact us, however, we will be gbd to discrss our gemral fmdïngs with you and 
answer any questions. Prelimn-ary resdts should be ready by M y  1 999. 

f lease cal1 us if you have any questions about this research: 
Jonathan Midgett, (519) 834-4120, e s .  8389, 
Bruce Ryan, (5 19) 824-4120, ext 43 97. 
Departirient of Family Rehtions and Applied Nutrition 
University of Guelph 

If y u  wodd like to participate: 

Please complete the "Permission Forrd' arxi retwn it with your questionriaires. 
T U  you for your tirne, 



PERMISSION FORM 

I have read the "Project Information for Parents" for the research project, '"The Family 
Support Study: Helping Parents Help CI~ildren.~' 1 hereby agree to participate and 1 give 
permission for my soddaughter to participate in the study outlined in the project 
information document. 

YES, 1 am agreeing to and am giving permission for my 
soddaughter to participate in the research project. 

(Signature of ParendGuardian) 

Date of son/daughterYs Birth: 
daughter 

(Date) 

Circle One: son 

Name of soddaughter ' s School: 

Teacher' s name: Grade Level : 

Name of Parent(s) or Guardian(s): 

Address: (pleasr print) 

(City, Province) (Postal Code) 

Phone Nurnber: 

Would you be willing to help us in funire studies? ( ï h ï s  is not binding) Yes No 

PLEASE return this form WITH your completed questionnaires in the envelope 
provided. 

TK4NK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. 



Instmctions for Teachers: 
The Family Support Study 

Dear Teachers, 

Please send these permission forms home with your students. E have asked parents 
to retum them within a week and only ifthey wish to participate. Please collect the 
completed forms fiom students and return them to your school's main office. This is a 
simple study of parental activities that help and support children in school- No more of 
your time is required, but if you have any questions about the study, phlease feel fiee to call 
me. 

This sttrdy hns been approved 6y the Wellirzgton Catholic Separate School Board 
and will be carried out in accordance with the University of Guelph's ethical standards for 
research and the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of'Privacy Act 15 15-6. 
All iitforn~ntiorz tvill be strict& corzfldeiztid and participants will not be identified 
individuaily. AH participation is completely voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time 
for any reason. 

For those who are curious, I am undertaking this work as a thesis for my doctoral 
degree. In the past, 1 have studied child development, perception, l e d g  disabilities, and 
giftedness. 1 find trying to understand the variety anci complexity of families a challenging 
and practical task. My hope for this study is to make a usehl tool for .educators and 
researchers, to increase our knowledge of the ways we l e m  best and to provide parents 
with effective strategies for supporting their children in school. 

Ifyou have any questions, please call! 1 look forward to any contact we may have 
in the fùture, and let me thank you for your kind help. 

Sincerely , 

Jonathan Midgett, M-ED. 
University of Guelph 
(5 19) 824-4120 ext.8389 
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The FamiiySupport Study: 
Parent Fo cm 

Person responding: (circle one) Male Female 

Instructions : 
These staternents ask about how you feel about school activities and issues in your home. P lease 
mark whether you agree o r  disagree by writing a number in the blank space on the left A number 
one means  that you "Strongly Disagree" with the sentence and five means that you "Strongly 
Agreen with it. There are many questions, but please try to answer aU o f  them. 

I StmngIy 1 Disagme 1 a m  not I Agree I S trongIy 
D isag ree s ure Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. 1 take a big interest in my child's schoolwork. 
2. 1 think rny child is smarter than he/she thinks. 
3. 1 often tell my chiId to spend some tirne reading. 
4. 1 support my child in the things he/she does in school. 
5 .  1 am rior very patient rvhen it comes to my child's education. 
6 .  1 think my child does hislher best in school. 
7. 1 care a lot about my child's education. 
S. I encourage my chiId to read right before going to sleep. 
9. 1 do nor push my child to be the best in the class- 
10. 1 help my child with schoolwork that he/she does not understand. 
1 1. 1 let my child stay up as late as he/she wants on  school nights. 
12. If my child is doing well in school, I will sometimes bend the niles for himher. 
13. 1 always keep track of what homework my child has to do. 
14- 1 am never satisfied with my child's grades. 
15. My child can ask for my help aimost aay time. 
16. I like to know about my child's schoolwork. 
17. I praise rny child for tqing in school, even if he/she does not succeed. 
18. I like to know what my child is studying in school 
19, Most of the time, 1 look at my child's schoolwork. 
20. 1 decide how much T.V. my child can watch on  school days. 
2 1. When my child does hornework, I do  not allow other thïngs to interfere with it. 
22. 1 help my child with math homework. 
23- 1 try to make my child feel confident in hislher schoolwork. 
24. I never know when my child's school projects are due. 
25. When my child brings home a test, w e  go over his/her mistakes together. 
26. I often take my child to the Iibrary. 
27. 1 tcy to make my child k e l  better if hekhe  does poorly in school. 
28. 1 rarely help my child chûose books to read. 
29. 1 want my child to work harder at schooL 
30. I often help my child study before a test. ... Continued on  back 



1 Stmngly 1 Disagree 1 am not 1 Ag- I Strongly 
Disagree sure Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 1.1 rarely give my c h u  adtke about how to do weli m school 
3 2. I believe that my chiid's education Ïs very important. 
33.1 iike rny chiid to corne to me for help with homework. 
34. I punish my child ïfhe/she does poorly in school. 
35.1 rarely help my chikl wit.h school reports. 
3 6 .  I encourage my child to read books. 
3 7.1 do nut pressure my chki a lot with school~vork. 
38.1 tiy to d e  my child &el smart m hisher schoolwork. 
39.1 expect my cMd to go to universÏty whether helshe wnts to or not. 
40. 1 set d e s  on the k d s  of T.V. shows my chdd can tvatch. 
4 1.1 aiways know how much tirne rny cchikl spends on homework 
42. I do not check my childos homewok before he/she turns it ui. 
43.1 would like rny child to have good marks at school. 
44.1 encourage my child to complete his/her schoohvork 
45- 1 never remind my child to start hislher homwoik. 
46.1 renard my chiId if hdshe does weil in school. 
47.1 d e  my child do hisher homework at acertah tune. 
48.1 am or& pleased when my chiid gets 1M)% on a test. 
49.1 help my child p h  hisher time for getting hisher work done. 
50.1 do not mind $y child needs to stay after school to work on schoohvork. 
5 1. I think my child is 1- when it comes to schoo hvork. 
52.1 dwqs know where my child is &er school. 
53.1 am very strict when it cornes to schoohvork 
54. 1 do not feel my child is doing hisher best in school. 
55. My child does much better m school beuuse of my help. 
56.1 encoumge rny child to use his/her ideas in school activities. 
57. I espect a lot fiom my cliiki in school. 
58. 1 think it is important for my chiid to go to school 
59.1 am still pleased, even ifmy chikl does not make the top of the chss. 
60. I try to rrake my chiki &el guilty when he/she does poorly in school. 
6 1. I am pieased with rny child ifhdshe just does hidher ben in school. 
62. If my chiid's grades are not good enougk 1 wÏLl reshict hisher fiee time. 
63. child bas agood place to do homwork at our house. 
64. We have lots of heipful books at home that my child can use for school work. 

Pkase answer these questions by circling or writing your answr: 

M y  chiid's grades in math are usually (cirde one) A's B's C's D's F's 
My child's gmdes in science are usually (circie one) A's B's C's D's F's 
My chiki's grades in reacimglhnguage arts are (circie one) A's B's C's D's F's 
My occupation is @/euse print) 
Pkase retum the parent foms AND the PERMISSION FORM in the envelope pmvided . va- 
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The Fmily Support Study: 
Studcnt Form 

Instructions: 

Thes(= statemtnts are about h o w o u r  GUI& han& hom\vo& grad* and o t k r  school activities. lhis fomi 
lets you mm each question wice. Use the scale klow to m v e r  =ch question. A number L meam that you 
"Slrongly Disape'' with the sentme and 5 means that you 'Sûongiy Agree" \Mth it If you live \%-ah both of 
your parents, iïrst ansver the question wiÜie thinknig about your ivibtkr, and wite a n u m k  h m  the scak 
bebw in the spaœ niarked 'MY M0THER"- Then, tliinlr about tk same sentence aga& wvhik thinking about 
your F a k  and wite a number h m  th scak m the space &ed "MY FATHER". you can only ansfer  
for one parent, b v e  or r  sïds b W )  Tk numbers m y  be the samc or they tnay be diikent- It depends ho\v 
your parents act  There are lots of sentencrs, but p b  ay to m v e r  allof hem 

DO YOU DISAGREE or AGREE WlTH THESE STATEMENE? 

I Strungly I Disagrcc I am not 1 Ag- I Stmngly 
D isagmc sure Ag- 

1 2 3 4 5 

MY 
FATEiER 

1. M~K-motherlhthaa takes a big inierest in my xhoohuok 
2. I am not as smrt as my <-mtherltàther-> thuiks 1 am 
3. My <-mthirliâtlirr-> ofien t e k  m to spaid s o m  t k  readhg. 
4. My c-mtkrliàther-> supports me in the things 1 do in schooL 
5. My c-motlrrliàther-> is tzor very pitkni ~vhen d comes to my ducation 
6. My <-motl~rlfàther-> thhks I do my best in scliool 
7. My c-mtl~rlfàther-> cxcs a lot about mq. education. 
8. My ~-mthir/f2ther-> ercounges IE to r d  before 1 go to s f q .  
9. My c-mokrlfàther-> does rioc p u h  me to be the m the chss. 
10. My cmothdfaiher-> klps m nith schoolwork that 1 do not undastand. 
1 1, My cmther/father-> lets me stay up as h te  as 1 want on scbo l  ni&&. 
12. If1 am dohg weIi in schooi, -I<-mther/iàtkr->soxxtimirs berds the mks for m. 
13. My cmthiirlfatha-> ahvays keps  track of what homework 1 h v e  to Q. 
13. My cmotherlfatha-> is never s t k W  wïthmy grades 
15.1 can aslc rny <-mtherlhther-> îbr k lp  airmst any t k .  
16. My cmtherlhther-> &es to know about my schoolwork. 
17, My cmtherlfather-> praises me for tryirtg in school, even if1 do not succeed. 
18- My cmotk3rIfather-> lka to b w  what 1 am studvirif! in sclmol. 
19. Most of the the my <-mother/htkr-> l o o k  at my school~vork. 
20. My <-mtlxrlfatha-> deckles how mucli T.V. 1 can mtch on school dqs. 
21, Whm 1 do my h o m w o ~  my c-mtherliàther-> dors not allow other 

things :O mterke with i t  
22. M; cmthirlfather-> he$s me wvith my math homwork. 
23. My C-mtkrlfather-> tries to =Le m $el confident in my schoolwork. 
23. My cmhrlfa ther-> never knows whm my school pro&& are due. 
25. When 1 bring home a test, my c-motherlfàther-> goes over q niistakss nith me. 
26. My cmthsrlfather-> oî€en takes nE to t l ~ e  Iibrary. 
27. My -=-mtherlhther-> tries to r i e  ITE kel kt ter  if1 do poorly in schooL 
28. My cmtkrlfail-ier-> rare& helps m choose books to rad. 
29. My C-mtkr/father-> wmts me to wvork harder at schooL 
30. My cmotkrlfather-> otten helps me study &fore a test. 
3 1. My cmotkrlfati~er-> mly gives m advice about liow to do WU in school 
32. My cmotldfatha-> k k v e s  tliat my education is v q  importmL 
33. My cniotlilrlîàtha-> &es m to come to tlm for heP, with b m w o r k .  
34. My cmotl~rlfather-> pinnsl.r3s me if1 do poorly in school. 
35. My cmther/father-> nrely k lps  m3 wiîh my school reports. 

Over ... 



1 Strongly 1 Diiagnr I a m w t  1 Agree 1 Stmngly 
D i s a p e  SUIP Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

MY 
FATHER 

36. My cmtherlfather-> encourages me to read books. 
37. My cmtherlfather-> does rluf pressure m a lot wvith schoohvork 
38. My -~mthsrlfather-> tries to rrnke m= feel smart in my schoo lwo r k  
39. My c m  thedfather-> espec ts me to go to university wkiiier 1 uant to or mt. 
30. My cmothalfathtir-> sets mks on the kinds of T.V. shows 1 cari wwtch 
41. My cmthcrlfathef-> ahwys iinows how miich t h  1 qxnd on homwvork 
42. My C-mtherlfatim-> does t to i  c k k  my homwvork &fore 1 t im it in 
43. My ~motherlfathe-> wwrouid k e  IE to have good rmks at school. 
44. My cmoWfather-> ericowesme to compkte my schoolwwrk. 
45. My ~rnotherlfaiher-> never remÎnds m to start my homwork. 
46. My ~mtherlfather-> rewwrck m $1 do weI1 in schooL 
47. My cmotherlfather-> rrakes m do homework at a certain bnir. 
48. My crnotherlfather-> is oniy p l d  when I get 1000/o on a trst 
39. My ~ m k l f a t h e r - >  kJps nie to planmy i i n ~  for gettnig my wwrk done- 
3. My ~inotherlfather-> does noi mixri if1 rieed to stay &a school to work on 

scIioolwvo&. 
51. My cmtherlfather-> thniks 1 am hzy when it coms to schoolwvo&. 
52. My cmtherlfather-> ahays hwvs w4m-e 1 arnafter school. 
53. My <-m therlfather-> is ver). strict nhen it c o r n  to xhoohwrk 
54. My cmother/father-> does rtof  f e l I  am Qing my kst in scimoL 
55. I do much k k r  m school because of my -=-mtlier's/fjther's-> hdp. 
56. My ~mtherlfather-> cricourages me to use ~ny ideas in school xtivities 
5ï. My ctnotherlfather-> eqects a lot h m  rrr= in school. 
58. My ~motherlfathrr-> fi~iks tl-nt it is important hr m to go to schooL 
59- L M ~  <-motherlfatha-> is st3.l p h s d ,  evai  XI do not m a k  the top of the clriss 
60. My cmther/fatiier-> ûies to d - e  me f e l  guilty ~Slm 1 do poorly m school 
61. My ~mothedfatiicr-> is pkasrd XI just Q my -kat in school 
62. If my grades are not good aiou& my c-motherlhtl~r-> wdl ratrict my fiet3 tirne- 

Anstwr these questions about yourself using the same scale at the top of the page: 

63.1 have agood place to do homwork at my house. 
61. We hve lots ofhelpfùl books rit home t h t  1 can ux for school work. 

Ansncr these questions by circling or writing your nnswer: 

My gracks in mith are usiniiy (circle a:e)  A's B's C's D's F's 
My gm&s in sckme are usually (circle m e )  A's B's C's D's F's 
My grades inreadaigkm,pge arts are usuaiiy (cilde otre) A's B's C's D's F's 

My tvlother's occupation is @leme pnitt) 

M y  Fathers's occupation is (please ptfirt) 

ou for v o w h m ~  



Appendix E 



Item Correlations for the Final 38 Items: Child-Mother Solution 
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Child-Mother Item Correlations Continued: 
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Child-Mother Item Correlations Continued: 
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Item Correlations for the Final 38 Items: Child-Father Solution 
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Chiid-Father Item Correlations Continued: 
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Chiid-Father Item Correlations Continued: 
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Parent Item CorreIations Continued: 

62 59 9 56 23 50 38 10 4 33 40 



Parent Item Correlations Continued: 




